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1• Introduction
The languages of the Gold Coast are commonly divided 
into 2 groups:
(1) Languages of the northern Territories:
Dagbanef Mamprule, Talense etc.
These languages are not considered further in this 
paper.
(12) Languages of Ashanti and the Colony:














(3) Ga with the following dialect8
(a) Teahl
(b) Christiansborg




(5) Ewe (Anglo dialect: Keta)







The interrelation of these six languages is the topic 
of this paper*
of J&ftJKEfr
For convenience in presenting the data, certain 
conclusions are anticipated early in the work. The 
Languages are divided first into three groups, viz: 
Group A + B, Twi-NzemajfyfrGuangCB)
Group C ♦ D, Ga-Adangne 
Group E, Ewe
and the structural affinities of each group are then 
described under the three headings of 
phonology
morphology and syntax 
lexicon*
These affinities are held to be in each case 
evidence of a common source*
The ends with a discussion of the inter*
relation of the three established groups: earlier
theories are presented, criticized, and an alternative 
hypothesis of acculturation is put forward to explain 
certain affinities between the groups*
Data:
Material published * on Nzdma, Guang and Adangme 
is scanty and in some cases unreliable; there is a 
considerable body of work on Ga, but it is also of very 
uneven quality; there are good grammars and dictionaries 
of Twi and Ewe* But all the information needed for this
paper was obtained from personal observations made in 
London and the field during the past six years; for 
reasons of space, no attempt is made to Indicate where 
the facts presented in this paper disagree with state­
ments made in other descriptions of the better-known 
languages, such as Ga, Twi and Ewe*
TranscrjLp.,U9.Q:
All texts, even from those languages for which there 
See bibliography*
an official orthography (i.e. Twi, Ga, Sva) are traneorlhed
In the Ifrlea alphabet with the following additional
oonTontlonet
In the 9 rowel languages only (i.e. Twi, Guang, Hsima) t
(I) | and ^ to represent the oloeer of 2 oloae rowels,
(the opener pair to be represented by 1 and u).
(II) In Ksima and Swe ^  only the digraph dh to represent 
a Toloed dental ploslTo, (d to represent a voiced 
alveolar plosive).
(ill) In Hsima only, nl to represent a voioed naso~lateral*
(iv) The lablepalatalss for the special oenventlons
regarding these sounds see page 17 •
(3) Tones
a to represent a single syllable of low tone or the
first of a suwoession of syllables of low tone
immediately following a syllable of other than low
low tonei (all other low tone syllables to be left
unmarked)•
a to represent a single syllable of high tone or the
first of a succession of syllables of hl£h tone,
(the following high tone syllables to be left unmarked)
a In jylanpie and Xwe only, to represent a single syllabli
of mid tone er the first of a suooesslon of syllables
(|) In Swe orthography d represents the dental, d «f the
(% )  O of total *Hpfedio* o f  all six lar^n c^s iHs difficult an a ofye
r t i i s b a d i k j  fo iK dU cate  tvuts j f  q u o te d  m ifetciHOH: lo n e , {\*&rcfora./ £  okUj
VV^<n\l> Y ^ r c f M ’aJtiovy ggfMd/hC l-o argu^K'f of iW
of aid ton* (th# following aid ton* syllabi#* to b#
loft anaorkod). 
a In Twi, Halaa and Ouang only, to roproaoat a olngl*
syllabi# of aid ton* or th# flrot of a ouooooolon of 
syllabioo of aid ton* (th* following aid tono syllables 
to ho loft uaaarkod). 
a to roprooont a syllabi* of rising ton*
a to roprooont a syllabi* of falling tono (hltfi - low).
a to roprooont a syllabi* of falling tono (high - aid).
i^nataao naaooi for oiaplioity of reference languages 
mu dialects aro llstod by tholr official (i.e. English) 
naaoo, although thoss naaoo ar* frequently not uaod or 
rooogniood by tti natiwo speaker* of th* language* | 
for oxaapl* ,"Ouang" 1* used throughout this paper instoad 
of th* aoro aoourat* but loo* widely known ckirl . ste.j 
th* dialect of Adenga* is called by it* da naao •Shai", 
the i«tt dialect of cklrl by the English corruption of lto 
Twi nano "date* aad Adangao and the Kota dlaloet of Kw* 











The influence of Tvi on all six languages hai 
been considerable. So much eo in tae c*ee < 
Ga and Guang that any etateaent of the phono* 
logical structure of these languages ought t< 
take aooount of their mixed nature. In the 
following pages the total ltalccn of each 
language is first divided intos-
(1) native words and completely assimilated 
(i.e. unrecognisable) loans*
( 2) partially sselmliatod (i.e. recognisable 
loans, usually from Twi*
s
and a different system of phonology is then 
postulated for each division of the lexicon*
Common to all three languages are syllables 
of the following typess*
1) V2) -M-
3) CV
SylloJbrc nasal 2 (where V • vowels M - m aeal senwmt 9
C - consonant.)
c(3) is the -major syllable types (1) and (2) 
are to be found in what are phonologloally 
•sub*eystems•" p-s - .i deni i n  oat 1 on of *rr» m a*.
r*sub-»sya terns of affl*ial ele-senta and *e part tela* 
and interjections only.
[lean vuc**^  ■T»*ovn"Tv^ij
i Peculiar to Twi (Akuspem only) ani Ouang^only, i n  
syllables of the pattern; (4) CVW** (where J| Is beet 
treated ae a syllable prosody with closing end 
lengthening function#}
oi A similar evaluation of the end nasals * le suggested
for syllables found only in Twi and Ouang of the pattern; 
(5) 0 V » f (where m - olosing nasality)
Syllable
Prosodies; Unplaced feat ires of the syllable in these
languages arc:-
(1) Cuant ity: length/shortness5*




(prosody of Junction within the syllable.)
X* Described under *System of Vowels*» pare «
3« r an! n: sea pages 13 end a7
3# In 'Lautbllder9* length ^ay be sooorded to either
omrt of the wyllrtU, e.gTwi: Kura( ;:) or Ku( : )■.
•quietly’# see slso page is
4* See page 05, 26
6* Bee page 26
T o n n  in group a there are 3 tones giving 6 essential 
intervals t-
are inoperative).
In Quang only, a 4th tono (high falling) gives a further 
2 essential intervalst hlgh-fall
low-fall
(all ether petentlal intervals with fall helng inoperative) 
Aeoenti peculiar to the languages of both groups is (-),
a stress accent of the 'stjfd* type. Twi (Asante), 
for example, opposes week (phonolegioally, sere) 
stress as in ta.♦buy* to strong stress combined with 
glottal stop or at least glottal str&eture, as in 
-to?, 'die in battle*.








may bo hoard in the individual languages 
of those 2 groups may bo roprosontod in 
general phonotio tons as in Tables 1-3.
9.
a  m
(•) Cengfl’M n f i
, bilabial labio— dental alveola* alveolo-pelata1 ▼alar
plosive Pt b ■ • * ti a ki bi, 
IT# •*
affricate ta9 da t/# l/ti da#d«We
nasal m n njr 3*
rolled r
fricative t , fw •t ajrf awa /• /w h
se«l-vowel w y a
(b) VOVOlBI
-zaai S M i a l  Mtisclose }. f wl j T y
half close 1, I we 8, u
half open e o
open *. t, m  8 o, f
Botes:
sy- • pn1stsilted s
aw- ■ labia Used a
eta*
lo.
g »  a m
(a) Con»onant»«-
1 bilabial lablo- dental dental alveolar alveolo-palatal ▼alar Lablo-▼alar
OllTt' ’
I
b dh tf d # k, kw kp, gb Si S»










leatiT* t  f fw▼l TW e. eyf8W«
tflTilt tit*
'■'.ijr/s.
bi y, *' .,m lifa
nl-TOwal w 7
. V- -•*
.... ________  _
(b) Venlii* V '*/■. • 1 1 ' 'v‘\ : :i;. •’ '■
* V jront-;x . - Cgptrgil Baok
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Common features! plooirooi
(1) a voiced and Toloolooo labial stop *ip, *b ^1
(2) a roiood and voleeloss apioal atop ,“ t,* 4
(3) a Toiood and Toieolosa dorsal atop , K k ,K g
Notesi * p In Nsema and Quang ia phonetically a
Toieolosa lablo-velar plosive Ap/i 
* b is phonetioally 
Both languages hairs alas a toicod lablo-velar 
plosive /ah/. This in Nsema oooura only as 
tho 'mutated' form of “ p (Kj>) and in
Quang is rare and only in loans from Qa or Swot 
eg. gbtf, 'dog* (Qa.ld)i saber}. eassava, (Swe,
aghsli) 1/p/in Nssma is Tory rare and only in ths
«
most roeont loans from Twl| in Quang it is oomrnon 
hut again only in obvious and ths mors rooont loan 
from Tvi, 0* and Swat sg Quang, spaa(n). hired 
labour (Twi, pad) 
but
Quang, Kprf(v). skim (Twi
* t is /t/( alveolar) in As ante, /th/ (dental)
in Aknapom* / t i /  (affricate) in Pant#
/dh/ (dantal) ocoura only in Usama and in that
language only aa tho •mutated1 form of *t(th)
jlott (1) Seo noto "below on Consonant mutation in Msema p. on.




(1) a labial, * .
(2) an apical, * a
(3) a dorsal, * g
All languages of both groups haro in addition a
palatal nasal /rar/ and a labio-palatal-nasal /jfi/(nyw) 
In A only these aro to bo evaluated phonologlcally 
as y- and ye- modified velars^1)*
In Hsema and Ouang the lablevelar nasal A m / is either 
to bo evaluated phonologlcally as (both languages)(: 
or in Hsema only, as the mutated form of *p ( Ap/) .
Similarly, /nh/ (dental nasal) and /nl/ (naso-lateral)
9T)din Hseaa occur only as_the mutated f ormf of Kt(/%/) 
(/§/) respectively ^ .
find nasalsi in paragraph (1), page b , d was used to indioate a
feature of certain syllables oalled roughly, closing n« 
.-sality. Phonetically, this may bet
In A and B
Hota (1) See note below on palatalisation in Twi, pagel6.
(2) See note on syllable etruoture, page 6 and note on homorganlo 
nasal prefixes below, page2 7 .
(3) See note below on consonant mutation in Nssma, page 27 .
In A and B (1) As i.e. in final position, a bilabial nasal
stop (without oral release)t in included 
position, a bilabial nasal plosive with 
vooalle off glide.
In Twi and in Quang
words loaned from (2) n i i.e. in jtiniapem, / a / , a velar nasals T wi only
in Panto, /n/, an alveolar nasals 
in Asante and Quang (in final position) 
/%/* / £ / • a Close nasal vowel) in 
lnoluded position, / n / t an apical nasal 
plosive with vocalic off glides e.g.
(3 ) * tarn (v) Twi sabrace
Akuapem Asante
3 p.s presents Itlm tin
^  3 ps preterites o-tl-mT 3-tl-mt»-yc
(b) * dad. (n) room
AJcuapem Asante Panto
the house s dig nu sdll nu cdln nu
the house which o dig h cdlnl fc cdln It
(3) Twi Quang
adswig * adwfl craft (n)
dig S dal turn (v)
(1) nstes The Hsema reflex of final * n is syllabic (n -and v) see page
(1) Syllable divleion indicated by the hyphen.
is.
Note#!
Semi-vowelss (1) front unrounded.
Notess
(2) ‘baok rounded, * w
in th# language# of both groups, /wy/, ^  
# front round#d seal-vowel is hoard as a 
variant of *w before front vowels
bo in Kseaa only the •mutated*
•era ■e#— ^br
laterals and -trills, t Guang only has an apieal lateral, *1.
Notes t /r/ is not heard in Nseaa.
t /L/ is not heard in Twi.
t 1 occurs in Nseaa only as the •nutated1 fora
of 4 J 1)
t th. ooourr.no. of r in Twi and Ouang i. linltsd 
t. 2nd position only (i.e. CE in radicals of tho 





S IPA USee note below on palatal i eat ion in Twi, page 26 0 see note below on eonsdnant nutation in Hsema, pagea.7. 
see note below on radical strueture, page«&*
Double are found in languages of both groups. Theytfasalss
are in every ease the phonetlo realisation of 
a and voioed atop.1*
Dong are found in 9lautbilderf • Lite ether over*IasaleI
long finals they nay be eonsidered the result - 
of eontraotlon. In most oases there are 
variants with reduplicated stens9 e.g.
Twit tyn(it) and t^ntyai black)
yrle&tivest an alternance of three voiceless fricatives 
*f/s/h.
Hotess the frontal fricatives X9 fw92* in the
languages of Group A are to be evaluated as 
y- and yw- nodlfied h.5*
t / I /  is also heard nowadays in Guang (Aplrede) 
as a variant of h before front vowels (Twi 
lnfluenee ?) and /Iw/ is heard in the aord 
recent loans froa Twi.
i the voiced fricatives /v/9 /s/9 /y/ ooour 
only in Nzema and are then the 9nutated9 foras 
•f “f/./b.4*
...............
1. See note below on prosodies of Junction, p2£>
2. 9 /|PAt
3. See note below on palatalisation in Twi, page 26
4. See note below on consonant mutation in Hseaa9 page 27
Affricatesi the frontal affricates (tj, tjw, ds, daw) ^
of the languages of Group A are to he 
evaluated phonologlcally as y- and yw- 
modified velar plosives
B ut Guang has the phonelogleally Irreducible 
affricatest *ts/ *ds* these are phonetically 
• /ts/(dental affricate) in the Abonse-
Aslsleso dialects; /t£/(^ alveolo-palatal 
affricate in the Aplrede dialect and /da/ (voiced 
alveole-palatal affricate) in all dialects.
t In Apirede the labie-palatal affricates tjw, daw 
are found not only in loans fro* Twi but as 
the labiallsed variants of tJ9 ds before back 
rounded vowels9 eg. 
all dialects; a d s w - fcraft1 Twi, adswJJQ 
Aplrede, atlwd , •water1 2 Abonse at ad
note alsos
Apirede; edswd yaw 5 other dialects, odsd (*).
(1) - I PA to, or cp, 0k; the pronunciation varies considerably
between dialects and speakers.
(2) See note below on palatalisation in Twlp ^
(1) See note below on labialisation, page at*
(3) System of vowels: the types of vowel sound that may
be heard in the individual 
languages of these two groups mayi
be represented in general phonetic 
terms as in Tables 1-3*
Common feat&es: a basic system five vowel units:
front mid back
close * i * u
mid * e * o
open * a
Notes: Abstracted as a prosody at syllable level
ie 'q/h'1*. Phonetically this is co- 
constriction of the pharynx (giving fcreak*) 
and it8 obverse, widened pharynx (giving 
•dull* or #breathy* voice)* Correlate 
with these differences in quality of voice 
are differences in quality of vowel* the 
pharyngalized series in general tends to be 
opener and retracted somewhat towards a 
central tongue position, viz:
Some such treatment is necessary not only for 
comparative purposes but to enable a clearer 
statement of a feature common to the two groups 
and usually called vowel harmony. cf. the note 
on vowel sequences below, page 2a
le.
I - a h l o  4
•
P h o n o l o g i c a l
U n i t
i  * ur-
P h o n e t i c r e a l i s a t i o n w i t h
p r o s i d i o
e j m h o l a
*
A O a n t e A k u a p a m F a n t e N s e m a G u a n g
1  * 1
1 '
4 4 i 1 4
-  h i
I 1 i 1 i -  q i
2  * 0 C e e e e - h e
-------------------------------------------- c a 8 a c - q e
1  * » t d e e a ,  ( s ) » - h a
a a a a a - q a
4  “ o 0 0 0 e 0 - h e
0 0 0 0 0 - q o
6  * u
* V ¥ ¥
— h i t
u u a
*.•* V ' V * ;'*■ v
a u - q u
Successions of rowels* those are*
(1) succeseione of like rowels
(2) suooessions of unlike rowels.
Successions of type (1) nay he phonetically
in all three languages9 long rowels and are 
usually desorihed as such. But an alternatire 
analysis for phonologiwal purposes is suggested 
and length of rowel is here analysed in 
Twi9 Ouangt Hsena as a prosody of junotion* 
of eg. from Twi only*-
(a) pairs like kt£* btai 9twin hrother/twin sister* 
htai <  It taw A ^  hy contraction, eg bferis bforlwi etc
(h) the orerlong finals of lautbilder etc. nay he
considered ae contractions. In nest cases there 
are rariants with reduplicated stens* eg. 
b&saa or basabaeat muddled
Fitaa or Fitafita# white etc.
(o) rerbs like tbd9 9often9 9 which hare a paradgn 
tonally and in other respeots comparable with the 
paradjpp of eg. the rerbs scl9 9spoilt99 
kal9 9remember9 • Similar examples justifying the 
analysis suggested are to hand in Guang and Hsema.
(1) wa z feminine suffix (obse).
in Asante only
(d) words liks dswtd, ’haughtiness’ and obhd, 1 woman1
have variants in othsr dialects with suooessions of 
unlike rowels, eg dkuapem dswal9 obia.
(e) long rowels due to elision of r.
tbadnti, young man (cf.Akp. kbirtnti) 
bbedmd, ’rir’, (of Akp. bbarimi)
Successions of unlike rowelst
These are phonetieally in Twi and Quang suooessions of 
2 separate rowels. They are realised in utterance as 
2 syllables haring 2 separate pulses are tonally
oomparable in paradigm with rerbs of unambiguous 
syllable division (of. gwai, ’peel1 warf, ’marry•) 
and in deliberate speeeh are pronouneed with a ’linking1 
semi-rowel, y or wf appropriate to the junetlon. 
t Almost identloal suooessions of rowels in Hsema are 
diphthongs, i«e, hare menosyllabio value and are 
accordingly to be transcribed witheut prosodlo link.
they are always ^ drummod^’flasi and -feint’ o s  -follows:—
bar
i,e. 'flom and -Pelnf’
aa
TABLE: j
Successions of rowels possible within the radical 










*-ae 1* f-se * i-a1-a la i-a
V* yae * u~au-a ua u-a
jr*o V*> y o * u-ou-o uo u-o
s the following rowel sueeessions are found in Quang 
and Twi only:
* e-i» * a-i, * y e
t the corresponding Nsema forms hare medial *k, e.g.:
Twi: bye (r ) ’open' Naema: byke
kal (t ) 'remember' kakyl
sue (t) 'put down sukweload'
: bstitan Individual speakers and dialects the phonetic 
forms of *u ♦ a» *u ♦ e* ete.» differ considerably 
In Twi, e.g. t
brother/sister: nsla niia nua
open (v): bwie bj)e bps
Note that *nua moat probably ^  nl * bi ■ mother's ehlld. 
of* also Akuapam aduap (Psnte adz1ban) , food ^ dl, eat*
Diphthongs: true diphthongs are heard In Tel (except
the Aeante dialect)* and in Ouang: these
are all analyeable phonogleally Into vowel * 
prosodlo w: I.e. in end position they are
In every ease pronounced aa an outglldlng 
or asoendlng oral diphthong which starts at 
one of nine vowel positions and moves towards 
a fairly close p* in included position 
this diphthong is resolved Into a dyadic 
vowel sequence having g in Junction* the 
X clearly Initial to the seoond syllable: 
e.g. of* Aiuiapem 5s#.w, 'he dances'* and 
cat - wl* 'he danced'*
In the Aeante dialect these forme with w are 
very rare* the regular correspondence being* 
Aaante (Vj_g) a Akuepem* ete. (Vj_0) * w.
Sequence of
Vowels: In paragraph 3 * page >9 * h/q was
aatabllahed to cover a type of vowel harmony 
characteristic of all three languages*
by which the rowels of s rsdlesl and its 
extensions are class members of one only 
of two possible sets*
2 additional notes on the seeuenee of 
rowels are to be found under rsdlesl 
structure, page S9 , and reduplication, 
page
Nasalisations there are seven nasal voeele, vlss
ECam. Central Back
* I close j, I 8
* 8 mid % g
* 8 opan f
24:
Notees it is important to distinguish
O V I K
degrees «f nasality* *11 vowels after 
nasal consonants are to seme extent 
nasaliseAi tost of. the 'independent' 
nasality of mat, don't give it, with ths 
'dependent' nasality of misa. children, 
whleh la to he enr1yaeA as * ha. I.e. 
a phonologieslly oral vowel.
SyllableProsodiest labialisation: In addition to the simple
consonants (i.e. having one articulation 
only}, already enumerated, 'modified' 
consonants are found In both A and B* 
these are considered as having e complex 
articulation* i.e. a primary articulation 
elth a secondary feature or secondary 
features. &xamples are•- 
from Oroups A t I (l) labiallscd consonants 
from Croup A only (2} palatalised and lable
palatalised consonants 
tt~ nrlr i~i irnrrn )
Labialised consonant* in all three languages are followed 
only by front rowels# labialisation (w) is therefore 
abstraoted as a prosody of the syllable;
t palatdlised consonants in Twi and Hseaa are followed only 
by front Towels and palatalisation (y) is therefore abstracted 
as a prosody of junotion within the syllable (?•▼•) 
Phonetically# y aSd w is labio-palatalisation# which is so 
analfsedt tjw# fw, ij(^  are therefore mixed and heard in A 
before front and (less frequently) back rowel si e.g. in Twi# 
Asante wyo, vaake* a & uapea ye
qwyunu, #weare* s qwyini
Prosodies of junotions these are of 2 typest-
(1) prosodies of junction within the syllable
(2) prosodies of syllable junotlon
Under (1) the frontal oonsenants of Twi and Hsema 
are analysed as phonological relarsi- 








Pant, onlyt ta, ds ty, 4y.
znf.
Under (2), the syllable nasals of A and B are analysed as 
m, and oertain geminate nasals are analysed as a and at 
e.g.
A and B ■» L . m and b
nn L . n and 4
Tvl and Ouangonly L q and g
Hsema onlyi 93 L . q and w
The latter are examples of a prooess peculiar to ffsema 
and ooamonly called roonsonant mutation'.
Table 6 sets out belov the phonetlo realisation of the 
9 so-called 'mutable* consonants in the 2 relevant types of 
Junotioni ooluans 3 and 4.
Morphologically these Junotione are
(1) Singular / plural prefix and nominal atom
(2) pronominal prefix and nominal atom
(3) tense prefix and verbal base, 
t in eaoh case the prefix le
(1) M, a homorganio nasal (column 3) or
(2) W9 one of firs 908011)10 yowoIs and soro Column 1 gives 
the phonological units postulated in this analysis and 
oolumn 2 gives the phonetlo realisation of these units 
chon funotloning as first oonsonant in an unafflxed radieal
T o face p«ge 29. 29.
- t a b l e :  6 .
In theee examplee, four prooeoaea are abetracted aa 
oocaalonlng the four proeodiee of Junetloat
(I) gemination, already mentioned, and under the 








* p kp. q*gb- akp-
■ b b-*  ^‘ - - « r
K t th- nbdh- adh-
k d d- nn- al-




- ah- ahy- 
ahyw-
m n n- nn- anl-
x P P- *T- gr-
« 8 8- n*- aa-
■ V w- a»-
( Ownt jt?)
29.
Groups C and P
Syllable structural Common to both languages art syllables
of 2 types:(1) with one plaee onlyt Y
(2) with 2 places, l#e« an Initial and a 
finals CY
t Unplaced features of the syllable ares
(1) yotlsatlon (y) (1)
(2) labialisation (W) (1)
(3) lateralIsatIon 0) (1)
(4) quantity! length/shortness (2)
(5) pltoht high, mid, low etc* tone
i plaoed features of the syllable ares
restricted to 2nd plaoe only (1) /”/ nasality (4)




see note on semi-rowels pages 35* find ai
see note on lautbilder below, page . 
sos below
4) 1placed* because syllables of type (1) art not found withnasal rowels. Similarly, y|9 w£, II, (Y) y/w/l9 are all squally Impossible in either language but - fit, stJo, hlg 
(CY) y/w/l9 for exsmple oan and do ooour in Adangme.(5) as distinct from length of syllable9 see note en▼orels, page *7 .
Noteat syllabic nasals and syllables with end nasals 
are In every case identified ast-
(1) loans from Tvl
Gat Jjkatie, ground nut 
dadessij, cooking pot 
T&l Adangme bem ^ Tvl him, Innocence
cf. older Adangme (ye) ijwo
(A) as a result of contraction e.g. t
(a) In Adangme, bSm / b* ♦ mi1#,•sweepin
cf. (in included position)
bSml o, 'the sweeping*
t
(b) In Ga, ijdgbfc </ nCgbc, vhere.
(see my "Pronunciation of GS")>P- ?
t a third type of syllable is restricted to
a phonological sub-system of 'lautbilder* ani
by rhe formulae — 
may be represented fularically -
CVtN, where N is closing nasality, i.e. In
Ga, a velar nasal, /xj/, in Adangme, a close
nasal vowel /!/ or /tl/, and (t) Is length of
syllable, i.e. phonetically, length of vowel
or length of nasal. Examples aret-
Englisht 'bright* t Gat haraqij/haraaq
Adangmet hlaaT
See note on page
Ton# i
31*
the pitch system of Gaclosely resembles the 
systems of Groups A and B described above t 






in addition a rising tone 9 which is heard in end position 
as a rise - fall,gives a further alternanoe of
fire intervals t-
(i) rise - high
(2) rla« - aid
(s) ri»« - lev.
U> high- ri*«.
(6) lov - rice.
*8.
-In addition,— * rising tono— — gives a furthor altsrnanos 
a£-& interval^ — rise - (1) high/ (g) mld/-f 3t-lou/-f5y high-/
(fl) low - «lso%
Kotos th* distinctions nid>hlgh, mid-low, low^mid are
phonologioally irrelevant la Ots bat la Adangae all 
potential Intervale are reallsedi and for the disyllable 
plooo there Is a full tonal alternanee of 16 'terms*, 
t there is no stress aeeent in either language.
System ef consonantst the types ef oensenaat sound that may be
beard la Ga and Adangme may be represented as la Table~7 « 
Common featuresi plosives* a breathed bilabial X p
(2),its voiced oorrelate m b
(3) a breathed aploal a t
(4) its Toloed osrrelate a d
(5) a breathed velar a a k step
(6) its voieed oorrelate a g
(7) a breathed labio velar a kp
(8) its veieed oorrelate a gb
Hotess in many words, a p is phonetieally /p/ a voiceless
bilabial plosive in the speeoh of the elder Oamsl but
/£/, a voloeless bilabial frioatlve in the speeoh ef the
present generation, though /j>/ is proaouaeed i»
' . S tl 1 i .• 1 - , »! ; *• : ' . . . ; . ■. i ■(1) in end position, this is heard as rlss»fall. t
unexeeptionally in Iona words, usually from Twi,
■ t is phoaetieally /t/( alveolar) ia 01, /th/( dental) 
ia Adangme.
■ d is /d/ (alveolar) la both languages.
Affricates* ooaaon ts both laaguagos arst
/  *  ( l )(1) a breathed frontal affricate ats
(2) its toiced oerrelats a ds ^  
Kotest peculiar to Oa are the labiopalatals /tjw/^1  ^ aad
/iS S /• 7)16 former is fouad almost exclusively ia
loaa words from the Twi but the latter la a nuaber 
of words of sommea GI-Adangme origin (see note sa 
labie-TelaHlsatlon page 4-2-). 
nasals* eoamon te beth languages are the following nasal 
soasoaaats*
(1) a bilabial K a
(2) an apical m a
(3) a frontal u «y
(4) a dorsal m
(6) a labiorelar m
X hess are not phonetically identical with the affricates ef Groups A aad B| (see my "pronunciation ef 01* page to ) ef e.n. Hie 
fvgo aettncr Y yp e j |abializah'«nj o ffV icp tes  o f Groups f a a n d B  a re  
a e o n o m tc tA  with r o U n A tM ) , bWe of Groups C e in d  D wift I’f*
xvell- p rttrubeA.
PrlcatlTeet common to both language* aro tho following 
frleatire oonoonantat
1) a breathed lablo-dontal
2) Its woleed oorrolato (rare except in Ioanns
from Bwo)
3) a breathed apioal






ah8) a glottal 
peouliar to Ot is 
1) a breathed palato«alYoolar 
fricative, unrounded, /J/ 
labiallsed /fw/
these sounds eeeur (1) in loan words froa Twi 
dur* it s Twi nfcy, nhyw.
(ZZ) in words of Oa-Adangne origin, where 
da S 9 ' idangae 8 -
la Jw * Adangne fy -
see pages •
Seai-Towelst these are in C and S (1) a liquid «1




k 1 in both Ga and Adangme is
(i) after aploal said frontal consonants,
/r/f a trill or with some speakers, 
a roiced alveolar fricative.
(II) after labial consonants, a lateral flap.
•? ; £ >  *.*
(III) elsewhere, /I/ , a voiced alveolar 
lateral.
But modern Ga speeeh tends to use r and 1f
Indiscriminately In other than Initial position.
i x hi In Adangne Is analysed as h plus 1, I.e. 
as 1-modlfled h and not as a simple consonants 
see note on laterallsatlon below.
i for y and w , see notes on yotlsatlon said*
labialisation below.
System of vowelsi
Tl GA and ADANGHS
(a) Consonantal**
bilabial labio- alveolar prepalatal Talar labio­
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(hi) - breathed, et Adangme only
fcv)t (ffv)t * labialised tjw), (dsw)» ooneonants 
fw) Ga only.
(f) - Ga only.
System ef rovelst T fee types of vowel sound that lay bo beard
In 6a and Adangae may be ropresentod in 
general pbonetio tens as in Table 7 ♦ 
Common features! 7 oral and 6 nasal rowels*
j&ont Mid bade





i the pronunciation of these rowels differs little 
between the 2 languages and has been desoribed for 63 
in my Pronunciation of 6a9 pages 2-6*
I Length of rowelt in certain cases is analysed in both 
languages as
(1) a prosody of function, eg. 01 boo (n) coming /ba(T)’com*'
Ad an goo (Adom)t eye baa. 'bo la oomlng' , of (&a)eys, bas.
(2) Correlate with other syllable prosodies eg. ton*,
o.g. In Ca and Adangmei with rising tones
(0) t* * (A) 9&do, where rowel duration is in each
oase noticeably longer thai in e«g. (G) fe9 (A) pb9 surpass,
see mj "Pronunciation of Gl" for recognition of at least 
4 durations of rowel in Ga. ^
(3) A result of contraction e.g, (Gl) bnAk / bmdml9
your cloth.
Gl kid crab z Adangne kiwi.
(4) As a syllable prosodys in lautbllder (G) dzbgbaaq or 
dsbgbaqq fwell9f which nay itself be considered as 
by contraction dzogbaq dzogbaq.
(5) In Ga9 as a feature of loan words eg. pttL/_ Twi tflt
""’many1
s but in Ga only there are words in which length of 
rowel is inexplicable under (1) - (4) aboves these 
are all nonosyllables with low tone and in erery oase 
the Adangne word has the corresponding short rowel 
with low tones eg.
(1) Alternatively it would be possible to analyze stems and 
radicals with a noring tone as di - and poly - syllables 
(as in Twi). This would slnplify the tonal statement but is 
not done for 2 or more reasonss
(1) of the six possible tunes that acoonpany unambiguously 
disyllabic rerbals(CVCV) in Adangme9 for example9 only one 
would be realized by rerbs with long finals riz. the rise 
(low-high)
(2) the identical morpheme in comparable morphological but 
different tonal contexts may hare at one tine a level at 
another tine a rising tones the rowel duration will be 
different in the two cases, eg. Adangme lm&yti I shall go
(ma)

































Succession* of rowel and diphthongse
Common to both languages are the following
rowsl sequencest*
*ie, *1*# *ia, *io
*U*. *US, *ua, ^uo
these are pronounced as monosyllables in 
Adangnt and in words of Ga*Adangae origin 
in Ga1* | for the analysis of these rowel 
sequences, see note on syllable initials 
below.
1, With about equal prominence on the two sy llablee;
40.
Notess (1) in Ga only, the same sequence of rowels 
le in one word to be analysed ae (y/w and r) 
and in others as a disyllabic junction of 
(V and V), cf. sequences of the latter type 
in composition, e.g.
fid, house but finha, window (house mouth)*
cf.s abifao, child but ablfdbli, children..
(2) other sequences of rowels in both 
languages may be realized phonetically as 
diphthongs, but are here analyzed as
(a) prosodies of junctions e.g.
Adangme and Gas eb/o, he asks /bi (r), a 
Adangmet pui s negatire of ph, etc.
(b) as a distinctire feature of loan w  rds 
from the Twi (Afcuapem), e.g.s
Gas hao (r), pester /Twis haw
Ga and Adangmes kai, remember /Twit kal
(3) Note also that Ga has certain successions 
of rowels not found in Adangme, but 
corresponding regularly with
(a) a pure Adangme rowel, e.g.
Gas f&l, hat ^ Adangmes
lhi, firewood 1 lY'
or (b) the same Adangme rowels in rerersed 
sequences
41.
Oat Jwfcilwsi, ragged z Adangmeipitj 
ffi, cold S flc
Syllable
Initialst the pronunciation of words ending In the
phonetic diphthongs enumerated it ore (page )
suggests a structural dividing line after 1
and uf rather than the consonant initial,
of. for example, the pronunciation of Adangme
flafif / fta, where the systematic tone
(a rise, eft tk tt  £ fa) Is carried by the
second vowel, the first vowel having non*
systematic level tonet 1 and u, In these
vowel sequences, are, therefore, Interpreted
as realisations of a feature of the syllable
Initial and with li# (laterallsatlon) are
ground with th. consonantal t.r*.
of the initial alternance t the semi-vowels
w, y and 1 , Initially are similarly
considered as prosodies of syllables
beginning restricted to syllables of one-
place t see Table 8 below.
1. Also treated as a feature of the syllable Initial for similar and obvious reasons.
4Z.
Table $  
fi**?£mt_ay l l * b l » _Initial■
Syllabi# type V CV
(▼ - •) (c • f, ▼ • a)
  -      ■  -     — —  „
with yotisation ye fya
with lablovelarlsatlon we wa
with both — - wya/ywa ^
with laterallsatlon le fla
and yotisation--------- -- yra
with lateralisation
and labiorelarisation --------- lwa/wla
with none of the abore e fa
tfwtwws (1) variant pronunciations are
Ada Krobo
k wya wla yua




bllablal labio- dental alveolar prepalatal ▼elar labio-
dental and palatal ▼elar
plOSiTO Pt b t, dh d k* 8 kp.gb
affrioate t f t
nasal ■ n ny
lateral 1
rolled r





eloae i, t a, u
Ualf-close
half-open f •• • e
open a St 5




The types of consonant and rowel sound that may 
he heard in dialects of £we may he represented in 
general phoxs tie terms as in T&hle 9 • The 
pronunciation of these sounds in the Anglo dialeot 
(Keta) is descrihed in my "Pronunciation of £we" q.v.
Notes: syllable structure.* syllable a are of the
pattern (1) r *
or (3) or
where v « a vowel, c, a consonant and-mi a 
syllabic nasal, m.
t /xj/ with syllabic funotlon is analysable 
in all eases as a result of contraction! 
of. e.g. the pairs, /)dl and nyidi Corning9, 
etc. where nyi-
t similarly, any nasal consonant final in a 
syllable in words other than loan words is
but s e w n ote on nasals below.
here analysed as a prosody of junction cf. 
• •ft* AxjgbA ^ hmakpd, leaf1*
Aneoho andhe / ame de9 someone.
t a foncth type of syllable is restricted 
to vlautbllder* and similar words and may 
be represented formularlcally, CVtft where 
M m a velar nasal and (t) ■ length of 
syllable9 i.e. phonetic length of rowel of 
nasal od nsonant.
sdxjij or sdoij, *cf the same kind9.
t unplaced features of the syllable are
(1) quantity! syllabic length/shortness)
see above.
(2) tone s high/mid/low/etc. pitch.
There are three lerel tones 
and these gire the following 
significant intervals!*
1. The nasal consonant in the following words is 
a feature of dlaleots of the Western Interior only i
akdijgtt, vulture, kandsf, blood sande, light, etc.
(of. the Anglo akdgft, kadsf, sadh$)j
it too is obviously to be considered as a prosody of syllable junction.
Squal
high-high 





/fht distinctions high-low/aid-low aad 
low-aid/low^high art irrelevant in iSwj7
t in addition aonoayllahltt ooeur with 
tonal aoTtatnti there are syllables with
(1) a rising tone9 low-aid/hlgh 
^the distinction is again irrelevaidj? 
whloh aay suooede syllables of high or 
low tone! and syllables with one of two 
falling tonest (2) high-mid, (3) high-low; 
these aay suooede syllables of all types.
system of consonantss the consonant units 










a Toieelaso bilabial p
a t olead bilabial * b
a voiceless dental * th
srits voiced oorrelate dh 
a voioed alveolar * d 
a voiceless velar K k 
the seme with labialisation * kp 
the voioed correlated)* g 
of (7) and (8) * J$b
4-7.
hoteat th® phonetlo realisation of %  in Anglo lo 
/#/» a voloeless bilabial friestiva# in
Anaabo /p b / a strongly aspirated p#1, in
uaboney /ha/ a labialiaeA glottal frleatlve,
/p/ a voiuelea# bilabial plosive is found in
all dialects in loan words only* usually from
Twi, e.g. Anglo pi, shiasl £. Twi pli,
t * b lo /b/ in all dialsots*
* * th and * dh are realised as dental
affricates /ta/dV before olooe front rowels 
In the dialeoto ef the western interior, 
elsewhere so la Anglo# i.e. as dental plosives*
» similarly * k and “g before olooe front 
vowels are realised eseept In Pahonay as /t// 
sad /da/« l*e. are palatalised, e.g.
aateSBSt other Plaleeta
ki (v) quaneh S t/i
gl (v) give birth dal
I in Dahomy, *kp» *gh are phonetically, 
lablalised velar plosives /kw/gw/# elsewhere
1, After weetemsna, 1927, 'An hat eln stark
aepiriartes p, dam in den vestliehen f easprloht.'
+ 3.
the true lablovel&rs /kp/gb/# e.g.
Dahomey Other dialects
gva (y) break gba
Fokwa (n) sandal afokpa
Affricates# (1) a voiceless affricate * ts
(2) a voiced dental affricate 11 da 
Notes# * ta/ds are palatalised in all dialects 
before close front vowels# i.e. arc 
realised as /tj/ds
# ts and dz interchange with s and t 
in many words of* e.g*


















(1) a bilabial, * m
(2) an alveolar, * n
(3) a frontal * ny 
(k) a dorsal * q
Notes# a syllable bilabial nasal, m, hasbeen noted 
under syllable structure, above§ it is 
found only in the verbal paradigm where it
1. Bee note below on s, s.
has morphological function and appears to be
a contraction, probably ^me -
e.g. male yiyiift, X am going
of. mble yiyi gd, I shall be going.
* ny Is realised phonetically as /?/ before
nasal vowsls in the dialeets of the Interior 
only, elsewhere as /ny/ a palatal nasal.
Liquids and
semivowels* (1) an apical liquid *
(2) a palatal semivowel * y
(3) a velar semivowel * w.
’ •  » |  •
Notes* In all dialects except Dahomey * 1 is
/r/9 usually a voiced alveolar fricative 
or tap, whan in junction with apical and 
frontal consonants# in Dahomey it la /l/ 
a voiced apical lateral.
m m
1 in all dialects in /!/ before nasal 
vowels* in every other case /l/,
* y is /y/ in all dialects*
* w is /w/ before back vowels in all 
dialectal A/, a voioed wea* velar 






«.e. Ang2s  kVffl,, M&lWtt
se (b ) sub we
tfi (v) cry *11
sis (v) bide wlo
(1) ■ labial * be
(2) a lablo-dental * #
(3) its voloed correlate * V 
(k) a voioelees apical * 3
(3) its voiced correlate * 2
(6) a doreol • X
(7) ita voiced correlate * b
S #  *» are palatalised before close 
front vowda in all dialeete (of. * ta. da) 
e.g. Ufi band, la phonetically a/1, 
fcsf. egg. la agf.
t IB Angle only there are certain apparent 
executions which require notloei- 
the frontal frlcaturss and affrieatee 
(/» g| t|. 43) oour before vowels other 
than * ii-
(1) in loans. it/st/a oat ^  Oa at/at/a
(2) before redoeed diphthongs in i-i 
/• (*) L els dry
da (v) sio lean againat




And under similar conditions, apical 
fricatives may occur before * 1, eg* 
sX, pipe ^ diminutive se, pot*
i * h in Anglo is a voiced pharyngal 
fricative having as a variant in the 
Western dialects /$/ a voiced velar 
fricative*
i * hw in Dahomey is phonetically a 
voiceless glottal fricative with lip 
rounding# in Anglo a voiced bilabial 
fricative in Anecho a voiced
pharyngal frleatlve with llproundingt
Dahomey Anecho Anglo
blood % u hu
war a xwa ahwa av^ a
smell xwt hwC wd
a system of 5 vowels is postulated for
this study# via*
Front mid back
high *i ■ tt
mid * o^
low * a
* e is phonetically a mid central vowel 
in Anglo# in other dialects, a mid front*
2 vowel sounds heard In all dialects are 
here analysed phonologlcally as a result 
of contraction, vis*
« /e/ a halfclose front vowel in Anglo, 
a half open front in other dialects, is 
heard only
(I) in loans, e«g, p£ £ Twi pal, chisel
(II) at certain morphologloal functions 
involving the suffixes e. eya, ye 
eto«, e#g* verb ♦ pronominal suffix 
ktffe> kee, touch it
(ill) nominal ♦ predicative particle
ga ♦ ye > gg, it is money%
Xea le dsS, the bird is red (ds8»
red ♦ ye > dsS)
<*•
(iv) nominal + diminutive suffix
ka ♦ e > kg, thread (little string) 
gbadsa ♦ e > gbAdz t, small and flat.
t similarly, a tentative analysis of /a/, 
an open back vowel, as w ♦ a suggests 
itself on the following countsi-
(1) /ua/and/wa/ is rare in Ewe^* except
$2*
1* X can find only bua (v) pretend, and nua (n) Priest in the larger Ewe Dictionary of WesteriLann#
at word junctions, e.g. nominal
demonstrative
in Anglo dhud )
« ) the town
Interior dhuo •)
(2) the dialectal variants a/o with 
contextual velarity
Interior Anglo
kpd (n) hedge * kpd
avldku (n) frog avldkul
and in all dialects:- 
yla (v) hide or w o
(3) the treatment of loans* of*
Twi Ewe
'kwad^wu kodso (n) ■headay boy ^om
on Won***v f \ /kwabina koala (n) mtesday boy bom
fua Fo (v) pickap up
abyrogoa ablego (n)ohair
Qwanl qlo (v) scratch,
write
t Nasalization:- all vowels occur oml
or nasal
Length of
vowel: is here analyzed as
(1 ) a prosody of junction: see note of
successions of vowel below*
1* of* in dialects of Interior adhes, the hunter 
adhe ♦ a*
(1 1 ) correlate with other syllable 
prosodies, le*
(a) mid tone
of* ti, headi n&, month
(b) tonal moYement
of* ard, dogf gbS, goat1*
(ill) a prosody of the syllable restricted
to laudbllder and other phonologleally 
special wordsi see note on page *
Successions
of Yovelt certain successions of Yowels are found in 
the unaffixed radioali these are pro* 
nounoed as diphthongs with about equal 
prominence on the two partst they are 
Ne. *ia, «ia.
For similar reasons to those enumerated 
on page 54 for adangme9 the i in these 
vowel sequences is interpreted as a 
realization of a feature of the syllable 
initial and with 1 is grouped with the 
terms of the initial consonantal alternanct 'df 
yotized and laterallzed initials*
i the following vowel sequences are
£4-
1* see my Pronunciation of Ewe, p.7*
St.
analyzed as junctursl proao&iesi- 
ui £ u/o ♦ e
as ^ ° 4 e
• • . a ^ e «•* ex*
1 # cf./tui/hlt him </ tu
/ kui/cut it open </ ko 
/ ywe/call him / yo
*at,.,.
Q & m ,  A x  S S l A *
Among the criteria used to establish group A* 
and B. are oertain common features of morphology and 
syntax* e.g.
Word
Structure* the morpheme constituents of words are 
In general easily Identified as
(1 ) invariable lexical elements* hers 
called radicalsi
(2) sffixial elements* i.e. nominal and 
verbal prefixes and suffixes* usually 
of the pattern V#




Simple radicals are monosyllable* extended 
radicals ore monosyllable or disyllabic* 
and compound radicals are rarely In Twi* 
more commonly in Guang, trisyllabic.
i all p liavc umesee, lionslly s. eon*** 
sonanfr-initlaiU The monosyllabioity
£ 6
n a d i c a lStructures
^tensions of tbsKadie*li
B o t e s t
quotient In Tvl Is approximately ^5 per 
cent, or slightly less* in fissma 1*0 par 
seat* about th* sa. a or mors in Guang*
FToa radicals ora derived
(1 ) by affixation
(2) r* duplication, cto.
(a) the verbal base* and
(b) the nominal stent
but sftsn both stsm and bass era identical 
with the redioel.
in all three languagea simple redieels 
are of the pattern CV.
radicals of another type are here described 
es extendedi the extending elanante or* quFc 
alaply, the extensions* in sash of the 
three languages any be represented forma-* 
lsrleslly thuas- 
Group A* and Bt *d, *k« %».
(Twi only)t w* au
before giving examples of saoh axtens!on
1
1 . I.e. the percentage of aimpls laonoeyllablo atarns 
in a word oount a&bracing the first 1*000 or so saamon words.
5*
It Is perhaps necessary to mention that 
the morphological process involved la no 
longer productive and that the morphemes 
themselves, do not admit of accurate semantic 
analysis| they often interchange between 
dialoeta and have apparently different 
functions in different contexts* But 
they ere here considered isolable^* on 
several countet-
(i) the dyadic nature of GVMf GV.i , and
C W  structures in Twi and Gu&ng*
established on phonological grounds 
in section 2* pages 1 3
(1 1 ) the existence In all three languages 
of an identical, minimal element 
(GV) corTtton to etymologically 
cognate words of different form classes* 
e*g* Twi# yav9 pain § yari (v) ill*
(ill) the occurrenoe in all three languages
of a few pairs of the types-
1 * In this field, unfortunately# it ie still
necessary to stress the linguistic platitude 
that recognition and leolation of a radical and 
its extensions la essential for sound comparative 
studies* Ifany of Greenberg's starred forms* to 
^uote the most recent exa. ple* are vitiated by 
failure to equate radical with radical* extension 
with extension* of* for example* hia reconstruction 
*bele, two as > Twi eb}eg
S $ .
Examplesi
Twi i b^a (v) close\
8ua (v) take up 
to (v) buy 
sfi (v) tether
b^e (v) open 
sue (y) put down 
to 13 (v) sell 
sfig (v) untether
Nzema 1 bua (v) close 
sua (v) take up
buke (v) open




sj (v) tie 
tj. (v) stick in
sure (y) take up
sjkj. (v) untie 
t^kj (v) pull out
sukl (y) put dcMD
(1) Twi only - * m
film (v) err, cf. Nz. fd
anym (n) five, cf. Nz. nnu
kyim (v) force out, cf. Guang kyl
(2) Twi only (Akuapera and Faute only) -*w 
Akp. dow (v) weed, ef.^ow (v) wet, etc. 
cf. ABarte Nzema do, fo.
(3) * ni Akuapem g 5 Asante, Guag£/y5 Fante
n a Nzema nl. 
melt (y) nag s nal s nan I
turn (y) dag 5 dal 5 dan S
sell (v) tog 5 tod 5 ton S toni
fort (n) abag 5 abal 2 abdn S a»ani
(h) * d-infixi Twi r 5 Nzema 1 2 Guang r
O o .
call (v) ffire1’^  felc S -flrl
' / K /camp (n) nsira 5 nzela S
rotten (v) puro » kpolo =
take leave (v) kira 5 5 kire
(5) * d-lnfix: Twi n - Nzema nl s Guang n^* 
salt (n) nkyinf 5 ngyinlf g
i *
python (n) enjnj. 5 nyinlf 5 enyani
sour (v) nyan£ = nyanli 5
drum (n) akyinl s klnli m kwanl
(6) * k* TwiVS hbterry* Guang k
open (v) bjie S byke i bukl
spoilt (v) aei S sekyi s
strip (v) wai a 5 waki
etc.
Compound
radicala1 are found in all three languages and are
apparently composed of two or more of 
the radicals already enumerated, e.g.
Twi bata: their, is uncertain in most
cases.
1. Vowel shift in r-infixed radicals is identical
with that in reduplicated radicals, see page74*
2. i.e. with contextual nasality.
6 i.
Word Claeei-
fioationi in all three languages words may be grouped
by the morpho-syntactical criteria era-
mereted passim below into




In the following pages the morphological
structure of each class is described in
turn*
the structure of this class of words is 




all three languages classify** nouns by
prefixes* a prefix may bet-
i e .
(4r)A one of h oral vowels,
11 i, *e, *a, *o
(€) a nasal sonant, *Si
1* The class!ficatory system is lexical and rudimentary 
onlyi there is no concord of classes*
2* The vowels of prefix and suffix (below) belong
to the same series (h/l) as the stem voweli thus,
* / [ / 0T / l / f *e 9 /e/or/e/, *a 8 /X/ (AXuapem + Q















i the prefixes frequently interchange 
between dialects particularly e and ot ef.
Twi# Akuapemv ;>daq9 house W Asante tdty
edu , te n  s  lA ati , fante idu^*
Nominal sterns i
fcuiang etc; Mplredei shirieaei liysrepeng» 
m§ i redo# ikAi'Uaoi
may be
(1 ) unaffixed* vist the simple or
extended radicals enumerated on page
1* A few nouns especially loans end compound stems 
tax* no prefix*
£• Othe dialects of Twx nave /a/, e#g» Akuepsm dmp&J (n)» 
bat9 Asante dpfll.








(2) suffixed: the nominal suffixes are
given bulow,
are
(1) Twi *1 5 .izena *le 1 aaang «dl 
Twi* opraX# Asante opraaye (^apra-ie)** 
brush, of. pra (v) sweep.
Guang* adodi, hoe# ox*, do, to weed.
Twi* akasai# Fante, akasac^* cymbal# 
of. kasa (v) speak.
Nsemai eljle: eating# ef. dit eat.
tTwit mfrafrai, mixture# of. fra (v) mix.
tTwit anumll, drinking place# of. num.
(v) drink.
Guang: cf. the names of the boroughs of 
the Guang towns, e.g. of Adukrom, adzekidl, 
abonidi, abunni abun-di) etc.^*
For the correspondence, Aeante ie, Is, uo« Uj * 
Twi: 1, p, u. Gee Ward, 19h5«
a^ ^ai is common in Fante, see note on page 20
Note, however, the oalcue In Adukrom dialect only, 
asukii, resting place £ Twi asuei, G. sukl g Twi 
bus (v) put do»n a load.
64-
iTeii tdlall, tvening ^  a01 * el
Miuai all gyeule gywo
ditto /all ♦ 
all hylle kyl
Notei the verbal noun In Quang, only, la
atruoturally prefix ♦ radical, of. 
ftgyl, eating gyl(v) eat 
kblvl, talking ^  biri(v) talk 
eta.
KM: For IS,4 U )
use ©P ^ G ee Twl* abtiawe, email garnet of. abtla, animal.
p<uj€ ii+8 adAmae, little belli ef. edaq, bell.
Nsemai n&nfkyl, email gamei of. n&ni, animal 
d&nlkyf, little bell* ef. d3ni, bell.
Teli jb&rfut, Aaante obbdmd / abanla * baf* 
young man.
Quangi anytm} / anyt ♦ bi« young meni 
ef. anyt, man
Teli ablrlea, old woman.2*
Quangi atj}kpebl, old woma»* ef. at/1,
1. ef. Fante sbanyimba.
2. kyl la diminutive only Nsena effelcyn la ^ Tel. abiriwa.
( 3 ) f t  P f* *  »  Hsema *  n l j 2 * 1  G u an g  *  n\
TwiI ohwfinl^*i Kwe man i HwB • £•• 
akrlnnfi Ga man t nkrag « OB 
ate.
Hraui bola/unlit Aximt Bala/u ■ Axim
man
bBkunlii Baku * man
•to.
Guang« Bklrsnli Kytrepongt akirc m Kyere pong
man
aayantlnit Aabantli aayanti - Ashanti 
b a d
(t) Twi * fu » Hsema * yule2* ■ Quang * hu*** 
Tali akylrewfu, wrlteri ef. Itylrew(v) write
okylrskylrefu, teaoherj of. kylre(v) ehow
V a. t | I • V ■ + ■ ’
Nsemat kclevtilA, wrlteri of. kele(v) write
kllehllevuli, tea. heri of. kile(v) eUow.
—  I I. I. MW I. ■■■■!, ■!!■ ■ .1 ■■■■■ ■■■
1. « Fante/nyJ
2. nl} by 'mutation* ^ n» v by 'mutation' {_ f
3. nj ete. were originally free nomlnalai the degree 
of autonomy atlll aeeorded in all three languages to this eufflxlal element, &• shown by the absence 
of vowel harmony.




Guangt dhfhu, vise man* ef* dhf, wisdom
&bitihu, palm wine maker| of* dbl, palm
tree, ti(v) tap
In all three languages, the plursl of 
nominals is formed by
(1) prefixations plural prefixes ares 
Twit * a/m 8 ttzema *  a/m 5
Guang
Kxampless Twii ohfnl King dhini
day And
ftM child nimd
N zomai shanl trap ngani
dadie knife nnade
aya house asya




(2) suffixations plural suffixes ares
(a) Twi * fu Weems * rna ^ Guang ^  ess
(b) Twi * ba ^ Guang *bi
1* prefixation involves consonant mutation in Nseroa, see page £$
67.
snmplMt
(e) Twi * hum i  flzeaa * Ouang
(a) Twii ufantinit Fante rnant mfantifu 
oburon} tEuropean « abecbfu
Nsant benyinllnli, nan of benyiniima*'
Benjrylnli
sale Tul<a» i rieat salevulfoo
(aalc(v)pray)
Quangi akirini, Kyere.ong aklrlese
n§n
asyiantin} Ashanti asyantiese
(b) Akuapem adf9 Aaante adle, thing, nniema
Quangi i t i thing ntdbi
Twit agya fgtther agyanum
ena mother enanum
flsemai egy< father egy&ai
egoQU friend egspdmb
Ouangt asl father eaicnc
an} mother anjene
1* eh}8nli, eh}fivule, poor luan, is to be considered
aa a caique, of* Twi eh}an}, ahiafu ^ hiS(v) need/*
2* The corresponding Twi and Quang £urale are by % #prefix only, e,g« Twi £s£f&, Priest - plural, asdfu.
65.
»Kor ..: urality of • apeel&l kind. i.e.V. . . ^
iteration, the nmainal may be reduplicated, 
e.g. Tali ak^wakjw** heap* of all kinde 
l_ekuw, a heap 
Hiomataddbdndebe. flat thlnga 
^ edeba
1. Reduplication not repetition, note the tone.
69 .
Inflexion ofthe i-ouni In Twi certain nomlnale imay be rcdupllca tcdi 
these ere usually called adjectlyes In the 
standard Twi Oraanars* It is necessary to 
distinguish!
(1) a substantival form,
e.g. Twit ni fa, its beauty 
which is also
(2) a predicative form (i.e. used with one
of several copulas).**
e.g. Twii dud yi yb fs, this tree isbeautiful
(3) an sinomlnal f o m  (reduplicated)
e.g. Twit dud fcfl bi, a beautiful tree
(b) an adverbial fern (reduplicated)
a.g. ?vit wftgdru fb , or
wogoru fefs. or
vogoru fefcefe 2*, they playnioaly (very nloely)
of. also from Duong and hsema with and 
without reduplication!
b e '1. e.g. in Twi, ye^ottd’daQ,become;nyi4, grow.
2. Afcuapom £ fofcfefci Aoanto tends here to use the unaontreated form.
70.
Guang: m& kSal, its goodness
t te kosT, good thing
df kasl, it is good
4b wd kisXt he did it well*
Nsoma* i kdnl&saa, its beauty
b&kd hyl If keulema, this tree isbeautiful
blka kdnl&ma bio, s beautiful tree
bbdi agole klnlfcma, they play nicely
mmaka ngsnlsms^* f beautiful trees
Pronominals• Twi orthography, for example, is misleading
in respect of pronouns and pronominal 
prefixes,
1, In Twi end Guang a few only of these special nominal® infloot for number, and are in theeo 
languages, words referring to sine only, e,g,
iv«ii ebo skcalaklef, large stones
Ouangsgkuro ekpogxakpo, big towns
2, of. the spelling of "ofco", he goes, where "o'*is treated as s prefix, and of "ne dan", his house, 
which suggests two autonomous elements, although "wo dan ana no dan", etc,, your houae or his, not "wo ana ne dan".
n  i .
True pronouns (i.e. absolute forms) In 
the 3 languages arcs*
Twi m a n Ousng
31. mi Btiml ml
32. wu w3o& wu
35. anu Reuter 
• W
iml mu
PI. y«3 y <ml* enf
J'2. mu (Pante hum) Mml int
P L wag (awantsyeg) *• M b l 5mu
■ rcmociinal 1 re fixes i aret-
__prevepbel prenomlnal
Twi asuna runny Twi r seme uang
31* rni ml mi mi ml ml
32* «u «/wa“* wu wu w<y e^ * wu
133. o o/ye*-. s ni /o3* i/o** mu
P L  ye ye eni yeg y« enf
P2. ou be inf mu be inf
f3* «K> be 5mu . wag be earn
Kotoi vawela* b/ti according to root vowel*
1# *bsg of. Aburl dialect (obsc.)
2. according to tense.
3. a few nouns of family relationship haws the pronominal 







examples of Twi, Nsema and Guang minerals 




2nd, ete. Tel: nla stu au abj.ee, etc.
Nsema: mo to su r>wjS 
Oaaagi
ef. in all three languages the eompoaite 
forms,




mpep abjesff three times.




the distributive form of the mmersl is s
reduplleatlon, e.g.:
one by one: Twi: ramiak3 mmlaku
one by one: Nzema: ijguku
NumeralSystem: is mainly decimal, cf. the composite 
forms 11-19.
11 s 10 * 1: Twi: dpkiakui








Verbalst the verb In its base form, i.e. as the
verbal interjection, la Identical with the 
simple or extended radioale desorlbed 
abovet
i the base In Tvl and Usama may be 




spill in manor plaoes
T.ii dl. oat# didl.
bo» breeki bubo,
t y f ' spill| sy*y.





1# The possible vowel sequences In reduplicated and
*d Infixed stems are limited in all three languages to.*
h/q. - 1 - 1  analysed as 1 11 - e « " e e
i • s) * " a s(with contex­
tual labia­
lisation) ...*.u - m]u - o H 0 o ou - u H *• u u
2. Note, lenitlon of radical Consonant in second plaee and the following additional vowel sequences for 
reduplicated disyllabic bases peeuliar to Nsemai 
all analysable as ♦ a 
h/q. - i.e., uo.
Negation!
Guangt k, a, long! kpukpa
Notes plurality In Ouang only is 
In s fee oases Indicated by 
terminal extension the
simple *ii e.g. i
«d tee split tserl
fwi stray fwlrl
de strlks dsnf
*b da drop dobf
i the following affixes are prefixed to the






o l u  gonnl I did not go and eat
a^jbjall I have come to eat
Quangt wo/bf
w e d c i  Go e a t
bedtitorne eat* 
the negative prefix Is i
In Twi )end Naeoa1*) *» • &omorganic nasal 
in Quang i be




Of the verbal paradigm is set out for all three 
languages in Table 13. pages i d  to M3-
t common to the group are the following 
tenses«•
(l)preaent, unaffixed9 e*g*
Twi s miba daa<
Nzemat miba daa( X always come here* 
Quangi miba daa;
(2) stative, unaffixed1*, e*g*t 
Twit ewari)
Nseroas owali) it is long*
Ouangs akpa )






Nsemat oksva) he will come
Guangt abebe
1* Distinguished tonally from (1)» 
2* of* *ba (v) come.
77.
(U.) imperfect, prefix *d :*•
Twi: (na)- cri^ba)
Nzema: ale^ba) I am/was coming
Guangt ane^be)
(5) future immediate, prefixes i 
™ n“ a> (U) (3) above





he la just coming
(6) Preterite# Twi and Nzema suffix, Guang unaf fixed.2*
Twit abal




Nzemat 4nbbe iy<x ) he has/had oorae 
Guangt r* aotbt
1, of# oopula in eaoh language#
2# But tonally distinct from (1) and (2).
3* cf* nominal suffix#
1 %.
(8) connected, prefix a, In Tel and M serna only*
Twit mlko aba)) Z eball go and come 
Nseaai mlks atfaj
( 9 )  an Imperative* Tel, prefix a, Guang and ftscua, unaffixed, e.g.«
Telt oqko he la to go
Usenet h« •* t° c«,v,e
Cuangi tfbl be la to oome
I the verbal noun is structurally identical 
with the unaffixed baee9 e«gt 
Twit Dkraq ko going to Accra




3 s  h C t o - B C L o a v
ouour c ♦ o
•79.
rediosls may bet
(1) simple, £V or Cy/w V
(2) extended
by (•) liquid and nasal Mifflmi
(b) 1-infixation ,
(see pages 4-1 and 4-2. )
(3) reduplicated
(U) compounds,he. of (i) and (2) above.
• tho proportion of redloale of typo (1), 
i.e. monosyllable, to others of typos 
(2/-(h) is higher in Adangle than in the 
languages of Group a and B» but not so high so 
in Seat in ol the figure la nearer that 
for ftrl.1,
Gtructuroi the nominal atom ie in most 
eases not formally different from the 
radleal as deoerlbed above.
1. t.unoayllablelty quotients are of the orders*
0« spprex 30 per cent.,• adenoma 60 per oent.ii we 70 per oent.
So.
Prefixes: a few nouns in Adangme have the prefix a, in 
GS, more, as well as the prefix I*,1* a 
homorganic nasal sonant, and o^ * e.g.:
v •
G&t Adagme Ad: d&gme
firaddS plantain mddS* V
6ddtd thicket ddti
#ntfig net bag taX
: in both languages a special type of 
nominal has ^ prefix e, cf.
Gfi: ddijJ black one ^ dl (v) black
Adagrae: dyumd " " / yu (v) "
Nominal
Suffixes: are













(2) Gfi, nyo 3 Adangme, no 




1. Usually in loans (from Twi and Ewe): Adangme has 
a vowel prefix only when the original has a nasal 
prefix: cf. / Twi: dkdtle groundnut




(k) GS,tse/nye s Adangme tse/nye
\ x \ mantse king matse
' vmannye queen manye
(5) the verbal noun* suffixes are,
GS* mo, le, q
Adangme* mi only, and 
Gfii length of vowel,
Adangme* reduplication* suffix <£
*1.
e.g.





and in special constructions of the types-
Gfit fenf f&nd s Adangme* eni pSmi, or
a possibility eni p8p&
£hbla dzole * 6hlo dzomi, or
his convelescence dhlo dz5dz5e
(6) Gg, lo a Adangme, lo
/we (v) £  Jw€13 player fiel5 / fie (v)
wo (v) £w<513 collector hw6l5 ^ hwe (v)
Number* plural suffixes are
(1) Ga >1 5 Klo -i ^  Ada - hi'+' -
e.g. fai pal pah? rivers
tsui tsui tsuh? rooms
nyieosi nycmli nyemihT walks (v.n.)
t the noaen agentls in Adangme has the special plural 
suffix -li , e.g.
peli plural of pelo pe, do
fisli 11 • ficlo <  fic,play
but Ga has regularly, 
feloi, fweloi etc.
t similarly, the special plural suffix of Ga words with 
stem extensions (page 79) has no correlate in Adangme 
Gat nane,foot snadsi,feet but Adangme nans, nanei




t Ga uses this suffix as the plural correlate of -nyo 





































certain nomlnale in both languages have 
new)(l) a substantival forms e.g. 
Gat dhbe nl bdsf)
Adangmet dhb nt bdsl )
(2) a predicative font e.g. 
Gat
new as it is
m&md If yl hdhb, the cloth
is now
of. Adangmet b6 o dhb
(3) an adjunctivaI font1’*
X. but of. the special formations!Gat kpcikpc i knotted / kpo knot
Adangmes pispis ragged 7 pis rag
Gas )wflfwfl 2  $ w£and the adjunctive I fora of the verbal noun in Adangme only*- bni p<pd ehlo dsodsof
Gat j\ol& be%)
) new cloth 
Ad&ngMi bb Ue )
Adangmet Ip8 It be» be did It in a new way 
ef. Gat W 8  U  Ifcte
Pruno^ianla: toe pronounj and pronominal prefixes ore




SI# ml inf, n»l, e*l
ss# bo sso
39. la la
n . WD wa
r&. nyt nyc
P3. ana ®C
botes salt Adan dlaleet 
lml * irobo dialect 
enit Prampr^n dialect.
S€.




81 • mi 1
S2« 0 0
S3, e 0
n . wo wa
P2. ay* nys
P3. am* ♦a
Verbal** the verbal base in its simplest fora ie
structurally not different froa the radical 
ae described abovei*






Ga# Ad ngmc: ya9 be
ingresslve base* y*#o c yap© S go cut
bafo * bapo % come cut
(2) negative prefix
Ga, ka i Adangmef koi e.g.:
ee.
fo/po - outs negitire base is 




of. e.g. the following plural basest In Gat-
k8mo lie / k&
somo peroh / s8
dra big / da
ijm5 tie / ijmlS
tjwia etrlJe / tjwa
t also to express plurality2* the base may 
be reduplicated, e.g.t




Tensest The rerbal paradigm is set out for both
languages In Table 14- , pages M3-Hk 
Common to both languages are the following 
tensest*
(1 ) aorist, unaffixed, e.g.t 
Gat efo he out It
Adangmeilpo he out it, or he has cut it.
1 . I.e. to express plurality of subject, objeot, 
complement.
2. In the sense of an action repeated.
(2) future, prefixed aia/ba, e.g.
Oat Mfo,1* he will out It
Adangmes bxa?lpb
(3) Iterative, suffix o, e.g.
Gat bfdb, he always oute it
Adangmet bpof
(4) imperative, unaff ixed1^*, e.g.
Gat 6£6, he is to out it
Adangme t dpb
Only Ga Irxoa'Koteet fte n m  uniquelyr*
(ft) a perfect tense, unaffixedi
dfb, he has cut It
for which Adangme has no correlate.
(6) a progressive tense, prefix mi, e.g.
4ef6 £ dmi/6, he 18 cutting It
of. nybmijro
for which the corresponding Adangme 1st 
fctjs poe, he is cutting it 
bbd pbs, he isnft cutting it
i.e. copula + verbal noun.
(7) a second imperative, suffix a, 
nyc£oa, cut itm
t the Adangme has only a verbal interjections
1. bdfo </bb£fb, c.f. mdfb I Abafb / mtt>a$b
2. But tonally dlstinot from (I) above and (5) below.
$ 8 .
po, out It
kopo, don’t cut It 
1 ,6, the verbal base
legations derivation of the negative baee is described 
under that heading* page 
x there are in addition certain negative 
tensest
s tense (1 ) only, in both languages9 the 
negative tense is derived by sufflxatlon9 I.e. 
Adangme *ve; e.g. he didnft cut itsepill^epo
cf. etdwt, he didn't keep it 
Ga: v m vowel length: efdo
t tense (5) Ga only; the negative tense is
derived by sufflxation9 i.e.
suffix kot e£dK69 he hasn't cut it.
t tense (6) Ga only; the negative tones 
is derived by suffixation9 i.e.
suffix ijt d£di}9 he isn't cutting it.
* * u a « r a t i o n t





K u n o r a lSysittti
^9.
's&raaploo of Ga and Adangxo num ralo art 
sti out In tho oonparativo tablo on pago 105
ordinal suffix in Ad.mgae only io -no, o«g« 
dkptnd otn
lk££n{ lOCth
in Ga9 there art no ordinal nuxbero, of«
•oni Ji okpa U 9 tho Oth poroon 
floan ni dti oha lo9 tho 100th door.
1* oxpro&aod by *si# occ olon, o.g*
Sal fit1* •«/»)
Adangnot oba ol onyr }
) ho eaxo twico. *
t&o dlotrlbutlvo fora of tho nuaoral io 
a reduplication* o«g»
I oaoht Ad*ngao 1 kaka*k» ^ kako (1)
Gai koaokoao £ ok on*
io mainly doolaal* of* tho ooapooito fono 
U-I9f
II • 10 * It Adangnot nyo^aa kt kako
Gat nyo&jaa kc okooto
etc.
and 20-99,
20 * 2 x lOt Adangnot nyi ^ ai «nyr
30 » 3 x 10f Gat nyatpta onya
1. Plural of ft.
90.
1 . Notes
s traces of a sextal system are to be found
in the numerals 1-1 0s
cf. the change-point between 6-7.
7 (G) kpawo )
s 6 ♦ 1
( A )  k p a a g o )■-•a: v-. ■ • > ■ . .*v y -v. • , .{tt v,,m
8 (G/A) kpaanyb • 6 ♦ 2.1*
also In Ga onlys
jjmedzi enyo, et?, etc.f 2 - 6  o'clock 
but
ijale kpawo, kpanyo, etc., 6 - 1 0  o'clock.
4
I




(1 ) simple, or
(2) extended, i*e. with 1-infix, with 
y-infix^*
(3) reduplicated ^ ■tguoturei— many nominals. Ma»*y nominate
Nominalet are not recognizable by shape alone* their
structure is that of the radical, described 
above.
e.g. ba, mud; ga, metal; fia, chief; 
trS, deity.
: other nominals have
(1 ) a prefix
(2) a suffix.
Nominal
Prefixes: are a, e. o. e occurs as prefix in the
word * Ewef and in certain numerals, elsewhere 
rarely.
o/o is heard in Dahomey only, and is not 
common in that dialect.
There however, okpS, leopard; oao, mountain.
1. See note on lateralization and yotization, paged 54*.






t a as a prefix la common in all dialects,
adu toothf cf# du (▼) bite
afu mist # cf* fu (v) white
aflul rumour; cf* flu (▼) chatter
alalae name of cf* lalala (v) slowly
stream flowing
•re (1 ) -a







(l)ahea, pauper / ahe, poverty* 
agblea, farmer / agble (n) farm 
ahakpaa, maker of palm wine /aha, palm wine 
kpa (v) tap#
Ablotsia, White man / Ablotsl, Surope 
Kukda, corpse / Kuku, dead 
tsitsla, elder / tsitsl, old*
(2) xoe, cottage / xo, house 
gee, little gourd / go, gourd
(3) afeto, landlord / afe, house 
yeueto, man of Yewe order*
(h) donop invalid £ do, sickness 
tokuno* deaf man £ to* ear# ku (v) die
(5) nyivi* calf ^  nyi* cov 
soul* foal ^ so* horse
(6) kekeme* br< adth £ ke (▼) broad 
kokome* length ^  ko (v) high* long 
nonome* character ^  no (v) be
(7) dowofe* plaoe of work ^  wo do* work 
nunyife* washing place £ ny& (v) wash
(d) vov31i* fear ^  vS (v) afraid 
aaoli* going ^ so (v) go
the nomen agoutis is formed with the suffix-la* 
•«|»
(9) y*arlla* he who goes £  ** (▼) «o 
dowola* he who works ^ wo (v) work
Keduplioatloni the stems of isany nominale are morpho­
logically reduplications for which no simple 
radical existst e»g« 
baba* white ant 
bobS* bean dish* etc*
t for others* s oorrelate simple radical 
is still to be founds-
93.
94-
tsaetsae9 2nd younger brotheri tsae, younger
brother
Number t
foefoe, 2nd younger siateri foe, younger
sister
t all Terbal nouns have reduplicated stems 
e.g* do wo wo, the aet of working / wo 
nu dudu, the aet of eating / du 
etc*
plurals of nominala and nominal pieoes 
are formed by 8Uffixation /suffix no/ e.g# 
deui, child deuiwo, children





the house xoawo 
my friend xSnye wo
the houses 
my friends
Adjectives* a special type of nominal is formed from
verbals -\ 4 v f
(1) by reduplication
(2) by suffixation (-e)
e.g. ko (v) high nyo (v) nioe, good
at! la ka, the tree is high 
at1 koko, a high tree 
xeul la nyo, the bird is nioe 
xeui njfu*1#, s nioe bird*
A'
i nominale may be
1# nyui / nyo ♦
(1) reduplicated
(2) laffixed
in post verbal position, e.g.
gueftquefe, energetically £ gust, strength
busdb&adl, monstrously ^ busd, something
unheard of
nofitdc, in brotherly fashion </ novi, brother1*
I with comparable syntactic function ere 
words derived from verbals by lengthening 
of the radical vowel2# e.g. 
bee, secretly £ be (v) hide 
buu, covertly ^  bu (v) cover over
of* also
dodoodo dadoda&>) softly /^do (v) soft* 




3* 3 . Syi
* 1 . rnfawo
P 2 . tai&wd*»
P 3» woawo
pronominal affixes arei-
1. dee note on to, page 93*




tfl* nye nye mo
42« wo wo ft, nft
S3* o d, wd
FI# mtm/mlaje mie, ml
F2. mix/miajo tolo, mi
F3# wo/woJo w6
Bt test riye, wo, aro auffixect to a vary few nomlnals, 
prefixed to moat, •«g>
nftulnyft idtsft, my brother 
ydnyft ne, beblnd me
' ' but . H
nyft la, my beloved.
ete.
t all other pronominal affixes are prefixed,
tot e, mis, old, wo are preflxed/locatlve and
jS ldk.‘v< _’Zi
1. Chiefly kinship terms and parts of the body.
w .
verbal r.ouna under &pecl&l conditions* e.g.
^a» outside It
mis fbJOt striking us1*
(1) no* wo, mi arc pronominal prefixes for
the Connected* form of the verb2*, e.g*
mekpa vo nova, 1 saw you coming
and
eve etao, you cam yesterday
but with front shifting* etso neva.
Use page
1* of. mlajd j b io, our striking
2. as pegs |CI *
99
Numerations examples of £we numerals are set out In 
the comparative table on page 105.
Notesi
Ordinations ordinal suffix is -lia, e.g. 
cvclia 2nd / eve
etSli* 3rd / etS
1st (gbato) by suppletion.
Iterations is expressed by si, occasion, e.g.
ewoe si etS, he did it three times
si evelli, the second time.
Distributlonsdistrlbutlve form of the numeral le a 
reduplication, e.g. 
eveeve, two eaoh
Fractions s afS » 1/2
ordinals are used for all other fractions, e.g. 
enell* dekft S 1/4 
enelldwo etS 5 3/4
The numeral 
Systems is mainly decimal, cf. the compounds 11-19, 
wuldeke / ewo + deka • 10 ♦ 1, etc.
and 20-99.
20 bl&ave - 2 x 10 
30 blaatS , 3 x 10 
etc.
s traces of & sextal and a auartal system
99.
are to be found in the numerals 1-1 01 
a change-point occurs between 6-7 and 8-9f cf. 
7 adhre £ adhe ♦ de • 6 ♦ 1.
9 enyide / enyi ♦ de * 8 ♦ l.1*





(1) simple, i#e» monoayllabic and 
structurally Identical with the radical#
(2) reduplicated, (disyllabic)t 
a#g# lolo, by
dado, lick.
(3) compounds, of two almplc radicals, 
a#g# Janyi, kneadf of# also fa, knead 
and nyt, kneadt but of these bases 
only a few are etymologieally reducible 
at the present time#
tense inflection is by afflxatlont
table 15 page /io.
gives the paradigm of yi, go#
Tensas arat
(1) aoriat, unaffixed, e*g# 
meyl, 1 am going
sue ms, it happened
ako, it is high
dsi w5wui li, aai la »  me#
whan ha had killed him, ha fled fromthe house*
ne ana la, if he oomee.
(2) future, prefix a,
meyl I shall go
10 1 .
ava etsoa? will ha come to-morrow?
mawu enu hafi, I shall have finished
before you come*
(3) habitual, suffix, na,
meyina, I usually go
wome wane o, one doesn't do it*
(It) ’connected', with special prefix,
(see note on page 97. ) 
e.g. nansyi, let's go
mekpo wo neva, I saw you coming
mi wo do, do some work*'
1 the verbal noun is structurally the base
reduplicated^*,
e.g. xo tutu, building houses (^ tu, build,xo house)
egbe ylyl, he refused to go
ylyl sesC wu gbojfbo, to go is harder than tocome*
agbell dudfl, eating cassava
la dudd, edible meat
t cf. also the following verbal pieces
(le (v) s be, no (v) 5 always)
(1) mele yiyixft I am going
(2) mele yiyi ge I am about to go
(3) meno yiyim I always went
1. ef also note on page 94-
102*.
(k) mono yiylm I always go
(5) mano yiylm I shall always go
etc.
Verbal
Interjeetiont the simple base umy be used ae an 
imperative, e»g, ylf go#
Note* properly speaking, there are no negative 
tenses in Bwe* Negation is a feature of 
olause and sentence§ the negative sign 
consists of,
(1) a preverbal particle - me 
and
(2) a sentence final particle - o.
T»bl« «. W S
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Tense VIII mble - yiyi - g£ nybmSlb ~ yiyi-g$ b
ble - titi - g6 etc.
61b - yiyi - g6 
« * 
mielb - yiyi - g6
mlele - yiyi - g6







Introductory Note : in establishing the 3 groups the primary
evidence is lexical; i.e. within each 
group a proportion of the total lexicon 
(affixes and radicals) is common to 2 
or. all languages.
Obviously, the entries in any shared 
vocabulary of this sort are like-ly 
to be of 3 major types:
(i) primary: i.e. for which it is not
possible or necessary to postulate a
source external to the language group
as it is ourwirtly constituted, now
(ii) derived: i.e. acquired directly or 
indirectly by the individual languages 
from a source external to the group.
(iii) diffused: i.e. originating in one 
of the languages of the group and thence 
acquired directly or indirectly by other 
languages of the group.
Entries of type (ii) are usually recognizable 
by direct historico-cultural evidence , e.g. 
book, lorry,bread etc and other European
loans.
120.
Entries of type (iii) are more difficult to identify and 
since ultimately the only valid proof of loaning is the historical 
fact of pxtmx an entry’s prior existence in one language , the 
accurate recognition of either type (ii),or (iii) cannot be 
guaranteed.(1)
An attempt , however, has been made to exclude 
all such entries fr0m the examples of common radicals given 
in the following pages , since the 3 types of entry have different 
historical implications and involve different types of linguistic
relationship.
Under each group heading then a number of radicals 
common to the group are set out by way of example and in every 
case are quoted with notes on the phonological transformation 
rules involved.
(l) In this field the historical evidence , whether from literar y 
documents or whatever source is notoriously meagre. The earliest 
extant text in Twi is the word list of P(eter) D(e) M(arees) , 
Beschryvinghe ende Hisxorische Verhael Van Het GOUT KONIUCKRIJK 
Van GUNEA. Amstelredam . 1602 For the other languages source material 
begins much later.
l*V\G*tsIn this -pnpsr the following features of a word 
are considered, among others, as evidence of borrowingt
(1 ) phonological irregularity* 
e.g. (a) p in Ewe
Pi ^ Twit pfef, chisel.** (see page 4 7  )
(b) si in Gbugbla Adangme
t in this dialect the juncture a s +  i
is realised phonetically /Ji/>
slkll ^ ?r* sucre.
(o) tone* in all languages
e.g. (Asante) Twit dk5, parrot £7
ki»£taf paper (Port, carta)#
the unique tonal pattern of borrowed words being
first established by a comparison of loans iden-
2.tiftable, on other evidence# e.g. ki*at8 and 
kMkyi ^clerk# pdrdsi / police, and dukd £ Dutch 
dock.
(2) morphological transparency*
a word common to more than one language, if it 
is obviously a secondary formation in one language 
(and irreducible in others) is assigned to that
n  \
1. The examples arc purposely taken from westermann's 
’Das Tschi und Guang’# and 'Die Westlichen 
Sudansprachen’ to support later criticism of his 
classification of these languages*
2* In names for obvious cultural innovations.
jaa.
language end eliminated ati a diffusion* 
e.g. patno, needle - in Ga 
Psanl - in Ouang
L  paaai1, ^  pan (v) sea * <11, thing
Kwwi abletwirl, Europe 
Vwii fcburo ♦ kylrl 
Twi« kylrl « land 
of. oburoui a nan oi"buro"
Kuropean in SSwe la yevu.
(3) topologyi s-o page /i/-6
whan all possible entries of types (2) and (3) 
have been eliminated there atili remains within eaeh 
Group a fairly large corpus of 'primary' entires 
co, „.on to all the languages or the group. The 
figures given in Table lb are baaad on aoagerative 
lists of ra deals made for the respective groups*
For Group a ♦ b , for example, a Hat of the first 
1,000 common radicals2* in Twi was mads end 
equivalent lints compiled for Ouang and Ksenta*
Btriot identity of somantio function aaa demanded
1* ef. also lengtn of vowel elauwh re analysed sa a Junctorel prosody In Twi.
2* (simple monosyllables (<JV) and extended mono­
syllables, i.e. CV * the extensions enumeratedon page SI , only)
of any word pair admitted for comparison andt
undoubtedly a less rigorous method would produce
higher and no less valid percentage figures, but
it was felt that in the first instance, the
evidence provided by well attested pairs only
was sufficient to establish the relationship








Radicals Counted Common to both Per Centum
- language*?
737 198 27.









Notes: the following transformation rules apply:
(i) Twi p r Nsema kp
m-pa (n) "mat e-kpa
pe (n) similar tpc
+ pu (t ) refuse kpu
am-pa truly aijm-gha1* 4^30.)
(2) Twi b S Nsema h
V»b&<(n) stick VSba-ka
bj. (n) some sbj-e
bu-e (▼) open by-ke
(3) Twi b S Nsema m (/ m * b)2*
a-ba (n) seed a-ma (  A M  4 b<v ?
e-bi-r-i (n) time m-mi-kt
bogya (n) blood m-mogya
(4) Twi b 5 Nsema y
ba (n) child /ya
o-ba-a (n) woman yX-lc
e-bt (n) proverb t-yt-lc
(&) Twi t 5 Nsema t
ti (▼) feel, hear ti
% / . . e-tj-r-^ (n) head t$-le
to-q (▼} sell to-ni






1Wi * * »*! 
o-ta-m (n)
nua ua u v
cloth Xs-dha-nli
n-ta (n) twin n-dha-le•
to-w (n) ball X /e-dho-ke
Twi d 8 Nzema d
da (▼) sleep da
<U (▼) eat di
Twi k. kw s Nztaa k, kw
ka-w (▼) bite ka
ka-i (v) rememte r ka-kyi
W -  (n) 1 ku-
kwa-w (t ) daub ku-kwa




X /.j-ky (n) shea
butter
Twi k l Nzema h * k 2#
o-ka-m (n) hunger e-ho-ni
/ku-nu (n) husband -hu-nli
Twi s S Nzema a.
gu-w (t ) slaok gu
and
i)u (^n ♦ gu?) (n) oil iju-ll 4/ (x) t gu-?)
1. See note on page x7
2. See note on page -2^
10-7
\
(ii) Twi iw § m u  t>»-
gwa (n) stool bj
gwa-w (▼) flog bia
gwa-r 1 (v) bathe bja
Twi ? * Ksoa* f
fl*f*l (▼} buy or fl-l-i9 soil on
eredlt
fo-w (▼) wot fo
t-fy-a-y (n) corpse *y-lj
(13) Twi 8 I Ngeqia 0
sn-w (▼) seoop sa
n-sa (n) hand ea-ls'
•-Bi-i) (n) plec* al-nll
<14) Twi B » N»BBa » . Bl*
n-sa-wa (n) fuMral n-ia-ba^i)
aonoy
n-sy (n) water n-sy-ls
n-sff (n) ashes n-sCT-nll
(15) Twi h s Eieaa h
a-h8 (n) afternoon a-hK
ht-n-J (▼) shut hj
riy-w (▼) winnow hy
(16) Twi h i Nssma f » fry
a-hj (n) teasing a-fj
bj-a (t ) poor fj-a
1. See note on pags 2~J 







Twi h 1 Hsema. a 
ha (n) outside iju
ay (▼) see xjy
Twi f , by1, S S«— s r 
f}-a (t ) meet yj-a
Ji-r-a (v) bless y}-r-a
Twi Iw 8 hyw** g Nzema w 
Jwi-w (▼) bale out wi
k-fwl-a (n) sand a-wT-a
Twi tl m ky^* 1 Nzema k 
a-tf i-n-i (n) drum kl-nli
tf i-r-c-4*>(v) write ks-i-e
Twi if , l n  Kgema h » lt3» 
n-tfs-xj (n) side a-he-nle
a-tj’t (n) morning a-nl
Twi di - gy » Kzeaa dz m gy** 














!• See note on page xt2, See note on page l -7
3« See note on page z i4. See note on page i £5. See note on page zlo
(23) Twi a i s p ;  M«— a Af 
dza (v) receive dje
dij-dxe (v) tinkle d}e-d}e
a-dze (n) deliverance a-lle-le**
(24) Twi a » Nzema a
ma (v) give aa
o-ma-ij (n) nation aa-nli
a*«4 n-u (n) freon i-au-nls
(25) Twi n S Nzema n
nl (v) be al
e-nj (n) honour nJ
nu-a (v) drink nu
ny (v) etir nV
(26) Twi n ft Isema ny
a-nj (n) eye o-nye
e-n}-nj (n) python *;-nyi-n
(27) Twi ny i Nzema ny
nya (v) get nya
nya-*j (v) Insipid nya-nil
nyj-^ ) (v) grow ”37
(28) Twi iiyw i Nzema a
nywi-n-i (v) bitter ■jU-nX 1
^ywi-n-i (v) weave *ju
ijywj-n-i (v) leak
l« Where I » d» see note on page 2
Twi w i Haema w 
wa-ri (v) long 
a-wo (n) snake
a-wj-a (n) eun 
wy (v) die
m j U L - S l S B i  J
V •/ to-yi-r-i (n) wife 
ye-g (v) rear
GROUP A + B,





kMA f c— -1
s J>-o( n) pieee
n-sj-a(n) 6 /sl-e
ki-ri(v) eatoh kyi-ri
hX-m (v) blow flnose
Twi e i Guamr e
a-be-p (n) horn / * a-bt-ri
% /e-kS (n) side % / ny-kye-
T»iJL i__,g
n-ta-m (n) oath xl-te
fire *-gya
  ^/ , N   % /a-toj.a (n) stool e-pus
hire1* (V) mix /ra1*
(*) TyjjL.Q.j Quqruua
do (▼) lore do
/ / po-w (n) knot kpo
/ , . ' Ato-w (n) ball i-to
1. Note: radicals are ha and fa, both with
r-infix. See page bo
1 3 2 .
( 5) Twi u s Qua rut u
n-su (n) water n-tsy
dy-d (n) tail a-dy
sjL-ra (v) support sy
Twi u = Guanc wCe)
n-sG (n) ashes / o n-ewe
tu (v) err tw?
ku (v) fight kwe
5nants:-
TjsI-B Jt .Susng to1*
pa (v) skim kpe
po-w (n) knot kpo
Bi n) 1,000 /a-kni
Tjul ,J2 i ,Guang t»
ba (y) come be
bi-m (n) innocence /bi
a-be-la (n) horn a-be-ri
Twi b = Guancr f





Twi 1 5 Guang t
n-ta^m (n) oath  ^. a n-ie
1. p « p only in presumed loans from Twij see note page 12
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tow (n) ball / +ito
twe (v) err tu
(9) Twi d B GusnflL.d
do (v) love do
dua" (n) tail ' Aadji
e-du (n) lo / A i-dy
(10) Twi k. tf = ky 5 Guana k
k£ (v) say ke
13-kra (nj blood n-kra
6-kp-np (n) husband a-ku-ri
kyi-ri (v) catch ki-ri
ny-ky/-ia( n) side e-ke




g-kw^ (n) life 
force
iyh-kp4
(11) Twi aw s Guana by
gwa-ri (v) bathe bj.e
e-gwa (n) stool / . . a-bj.e
(12) yjLiJ-g__Swmg h
% /a-fl (n) comb Z -hi
f-r-a^ (*fa)(v) mix hire^
fy-nji(n) corpse hu-ni
(13) Twi a • Guana 8
^-sa (n) war ^ A e-se
\ / n-el-a( n) 6 8 J-c
n-su (n) aehes / ^  n-8we
(14) ?JafA. I-...
n-ea (n) strong drink n-te
bS (v ) finish te
8^-y (n) piece
/
(15) Twi s 5 Guana _ts




n-sy (n) water \ . / n-tsji






hye-xi (▼) blow /e-rj
(17) Twi hw s Guana: fy




(18) Twi m £ Guana m
X ' At \ '  O8-raa-ni( n; gum e-me
% /  - % *a-mj.-m( n) preed a-mj
mp-e (▼) shut rap
I 3 S .
(19) Twi n £ Quang n
a-na-Q (n) 4 ne
ni-m (y) know nj
a-nu (n) mouth a-nu
(SO) Tw,j w.s . Guana w
wi-a (wu-a) (v) steal 




(21) Twi w S Guana k
WU (v) give birth ku-ki ( Km.)
/ / X ✓e-wu ( n) honey a-ku
Notes:
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OR HUP c + r>















Tt>8 (v) sweep bl
b£ (n) horn lAl-e
ba (v) come ba
Adansme b
bo (y) grow old gbo
g-bo- (In compounds) foreign -
Adarucme b m Ga m
ba (y) borrow, ma
lend
b-l-a (n) gum % ta-ma
(5) Adaname t S Oa t
/ . . / te (n) stone tE
1 * 7 -
(10)
t<4 (n) sheep too1*
ta (r) Junp tu
Adanpjne d 5 Ge d
do (n) grief do
da (r) catch du
Adangme d 5 Ggula
da (v) right dza
do (y ) dance dzo
du (y ) bathe dzu
0 ■Adaname k £ Ga k. kw
toe (y ) give as a 
present
* ke
ka (y ) break across ku
Icub (n) neck wie**
kuo (y) climb kwo
Adangme SL.s _2a.Jg
ga (n) garden egg \gs
gugdo (n) nose gilgO
gagg (n) black ant gaga
Adangme = G?_ja
ga (n) adyioe \paa
ga (n) OTft naa
g1?g8 (n) cymbal pono





Ada none taD S Ga kv
kpe (▼) meet kpe
kpe (▼) chip off kpe
kpo (n) knot kpo
Adangme gb_* Ga ah
gba (n) bridge a-gba
gbl (▼) dry rt-l-I
gbo (v) die gbo
Adangme f 5 Ga f
/i (▼) tie / I
m  (t ) winnow m
JOl (v) rise* eg. 
of dough /*
Adangme fy ■ Ga iw
/la (▼) set on edge Jwl
fie (t ) play /we
fio (▼) suck /wo
Adangme z = Ga f «
zla (n) sand /Iw
za-rai (n) urine VJa-mo
t /
zi-gba (n)ground * / 1 Ji-kpog
Adangme 8 s Ga 8
sa (n) mat ssaa
se (n) stool all
8-1-e ( maH i e - r - e
(▼) burn ft
•I (▼) leave a
•• <T) takeleave of
h s Ga h
hi <v) Five hi
he (v) aeoept he
hB (v) weed ha
v. *
m  (r) full up yi
hie (y) whit# ye
with eontextual nasality
hie (n) yeatarday nya
hfto (n) debt ny 3-^ 10
hua (y) hard we
huo (y) aleep wo
hu© (n) tomorrow wo
Manama
mi (v) build mi
ml (v) swallow ml
(n) fort m5o
(31) Adanarae m g 0* m
moa© (n) mud rjm&ts
m3 (ralo) (y ) laugh pm8
(22) Adangme m s1__Ga b
m-l-fi (y) coil round b-l-a
morns (n) pity /• \ mobo
mo (n) you bo




^  %mu A nU
(24) A&anjzrae n * (?i n
nane (n) foot %nane
na (y) get na
n5 (▼) fight no
(25) Ad a nemo av s Ga ny
nyS* (n) mother %nye
nye (r) hate nye
nye (v) walk ny-i-e
(26)
nyu (n) water S %Ga nu
nyu-mu (n) male B Ga nuu
(27) Adangme h _ «  Ga j q
«3*  (t) shut V *
ij — I ”  s  ( y  ) wither ria-l-a
SO (n) salt \v o









Adanarae ts = Ga ta
tse (n) father
tsd (n) too much
tsG (n) room





















(33) Adangme wy 5 Ga dzw
wia (y) break dzwa
/ % / \ / » ewie (n; 4 edzwe
142.
(34) Adangme y Z qft
*
ye (v) scoop water y«
70 (n) woman yo.
4* Lexicon (contd).
Under this heading may he considered the outstanding problem 
of the Interrelation of the 3 groups so far established , since 
much of the argument centres on the lexical affinities of the 
6 languages,
A preliminary note is required on the ambiguity of 
the term "related* as used by earlier writers on the languages of
the Sudan and Guinea Coast in general and on the Volta River
languages in particular. Caught in the lawless revelry of similarity
i
aB William James used to put It, these writers have tended on the 
whole to emphasize a superficial resemblance between the languages 
of this area and to neglect the more Important differences which 
make necessary at least a primary grouping of the type adopted here(l)
jdocH xH xxxH H H xxx
Though by comparison a scholarly and sober work, Delafosse's 
artificial classification based on two quite arbitrarily silected 
diagnostic criteria (class prefixes and tone) falls under this heading
see. bibliography , Delafosse 1924.
(1) The only consent possible on this type of classification is 
Plato*, on th. word -barbaroi-. In -any oa.es th. -r.lat.d-
languages are dlmllar only in being different from the Indo 
3uropean norm.
Others haye attempted natural classifications. t*X 
Cf* A.N. Tucker’s elaborate"definition"of a Sudanlc language 
which lists 16 attributes. (1)
Since classification is essentially arbitrary and 
pragmatic both types of classification and their concomitant 
and different usages of the term"relatedN are equally valid, 
if pre-defined. (2) But these classificatory schedules are 
frequently held to haye historical implications , i.e. are put 
forward as ’phylogenetic ' (3). This alone demands some 
examination of the differentia used. Most commonly these are 
listed as
(1) Phonetic : Mention has already been made of Belafosse’i
% 1 h icriterion of tone. Green (4) has suggested|, 
refinements . \
t characteristic sounds, e.g. kp,gb and the implosiyes ’b and fd. *
(1) The Eastern Sudanlc Languages • vol 1. 1940 p.56.
(2) cf. JtR.71rth ,Speech, 1930, p55. (of Butch,Banes,Swedes and 
the English) "If we consider their phonetic habits in the 
common sensual life ,these people speak kindred languages.*
(3) cf. especially Carl Melnhof .,ZK 1.
(4) The Classification of West African Tone Languages! Igbo and Eflk. Africa yol XIX ,3, 1949. It is not clear what type of 
classification Green has in mind but obyiously it can only 
be an artificial classification in the most restricted sense of t he term. Using her differentia Ga could not be grouped with Adangme despite the obvluosly close relationship that exists between the two languages in almost eyery other respect.
(2) morphological i Mention has already been made of
Delafoeaefe use of nominal prefixes.
Other and more dubious criteria are 
for example9 that"the singular and plural 
of nouns is not nonally distinguished")
• ‘I*’*. * * *
th&t"there is no oase in nouns" and "no 
mood in verbs"♦ (1)
(3) syntactic and/or
semantic, s these vary from1criteria* of the type9
"the adjective precedes or follows (sic)
the noun it qualifies" to the more
elaborate hypotheses of Schober (2) and
Blok, (3)
thOSiiThe view taken in this paper may be summarized as followss
(1) of, Westermann 9e,g9 "Charakter und Sinteilung der Sudans- spraohen " Africa (1935),
(2) "anschauungsfuhlle" - of, Pie Semantisohe Gestalt des 3wef Anthropos9vol 28, pp 621*632 • "Ss 1st der Ball denkbar dass * 
Spraohen trots versohledenen Wortsohatses,trots verschledencr Grammatlk, Phonetik usw, doch in der Art verwandt slnd 9 wle 
sle gegebenes Geisteegutspraohlloh gestalten9d h verwandt in 
semantlstftier Beslehung,"
(3) ’ lokalisme","polaritelt9" "onsekerhelds-relatle",etc, of, Afrlkanlstlsohe Taalwetensohap0problemen 9Taak en PoolLeiden 1950,
fa-) that the use of such evidence for special and ad hoc
(i.e. artificial) classifications is valid hut that the
existing schedules are to^wide . For example there is a
marked difference between the fairly elaborate nominal
i'Sprefix system of the languages of this ..paper i-e- Group 
A plus B and the morphological process of prefixation 
in the languages of Groups C plus D and E and again between 
these and the grammatical concord systems of Bantu.
(b) that in general, common phonae^hetic and categorial habits 
such as these present not a proof but a problem. in) 
cases the answer to this problem can be found in a h] 
of “diffusion". The view has already been expressed 
insufficient attention has been paid in African com] 
linguistics to the two important factors of geograph 
contiguity and continuity, c^) these factors have already 
been attributed certain lexical affinities , i.e. caiques 
like Guang asukwsi by analogy from Twi asuei,reefing pl^e 
and simple borrowings
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(i) note also the difficulties of classifying the 6
languages of this -ftap sp by the verbal systems: both
language types have certain attributes in common but 
cf. the complex system of 10 tenses in the languages
of Group A plus B (with tense and negation by prefix)
and the much less complex system of the verb in the
languages of Group C plus D and E (with negation by 
suffix or special sign.
147.
Caooawat Ga« duals ^ ?wl - tree jam
AdrnfitSttffi *£beli ^ &woi Albeit
It ie oqualiy foaaiblo to gppoal to diffusion in 
aortain oaaoo to oxplain doparturee fro* ttte ootabiioaod 
language type. tar oxa*aple# it lo not unre&aonabio to 
aoauieo tu»t tae Om oyotoa of $econtuotiont w&ica differ* 
narJtodiy fro* tue Adtingric, it aut to twi Influence on 
Get opoeoa. SlnlUrlyi the •xisUnot of true Ublo* 
paietfcio In Gu and Cu&ng di .iecta bordaring on Twi 
• spanking territory# and tno growing tonaonoy to pal*ta~ 
llaation of woiaro** In theeo diaeote and to the 
labialisation of wolaro in Gw# are not iopro^oly »
innovations duo to Twi. At another Invei# too, recourse 
io made to this nrgunent to oxpl&in differences of syntax 
and aorpbology between Ga and Adn^ao.
It ia not inaiffnlfiaant tbat Ad-n&ae reaoabioa the 
geograpalealiy contiguous 5we in possessing# for ex^epte# 
a 1 aafinlto artiili1^  ana in for*ing nealnalo of a
Xspecial typo by reduplication of the verbal baoo 9
i# Goo noto on pane /7
i* ef. Ahanieoi t«o o# too o«ao# the troov the trooot
and Ctoi too le9 tooi l« (ia S 3rd p.o.  pronoun ef. Twit duo nut tbo troo and tttu# fee# h i m ) .
3. of* pages £/ and *
/ft&fe, 0). p4.<j* Ilf6: I** lilts*, t Lrfamr
Ix ^ ^ e  h<e*%  c e l l e d  U i  l lz is
f ^ f c l i X a L ^ .  f
' l ^ h  ic X T ^ l ^ ^ i X d t  iayy, " Cu^A .
l ^ ^ ^ r r c l  I n  Cl I H u . " ^ in r e ^ c ^ tu ip l^ y
CK f^e C c m rV x  e> /V  jo  Iv v K g jL Z c  
Jc± £ l~ (k .S  1 p c x l ^ t c x l  i X  a^tr c i s v J  1 $
O. u*vvo€ r$oJL, jyl^ot^cJbLc ,
OL^d Ikey 1&-
f a r  ^IciSSij'iU ^cnrij p u ^ r p t r S e * .
whereas Ga resembles Twi in the one ease in ite suppletive uee 
of the 3 p.s, pronoun and laok of the reduplicative process in the 
ether.
In the present writer9s view » the special conditions 
obtaining in the Gold Coast(and much of Vest Africa)i.e. almost 
universal bilingualism 9 frequent intertribal marriage and the 
polltleal ascendancy of the Akan peoples give added credibility 
to a diffuslonlst theory of this type.
In the last resort,of course, many of these "semantic
C^ r\cJLU lQ)
affinities aAc&n only be explained as due to the unavoidable
neoesslty of classifying eperlence in speech with an obviously
limited number of categories and physiological posslblltles of
articulation, Bor Instance it is interesting to note that in all
6 languages
"brother/sister i mother90 child, of Twi nua (nl and ba)|Ga nycml (nyt and bl) etc,
"believe" is expressed as a serial predicate « take, eat • of, Twi 
gyi’di | Ga he t «tc*
but this is at most equivalence of semantic function not Identity
of sememe unless a phonological correspondence can be established •
H \e s isThis type of equivalence has been represented in this -pap#? by the 
symbol 2 which signifies that it is to be ignored for purposes 
of the main argument, of, page 64> Nsema kyj jf Twi ba,
(0) the type of relationship envisaged for the languages of the
Yk*S\s3 groups established in this pnanr is of a different order and
has implications of some form of common elaboration either hx
divergent 9 convergent or reticulate.
It is now possible to discuss the question whither the languages of all 3 groups are interrelated in tale wav.
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The only writer to bring forward detailed 
evidence in support of this view is Westermann9 who 
makes the five languages1* a major sub-group (Bwe-Tschi 
Gruppe) of the so-called Kwa family* In his "Das 
Tschi und Guang", a considerable amount of lexical 
material is produced for comparison, from it certain 
deductions are made as to an earlier common vocabulary* 
the method used also Involves the reconstruction of
oan imposing nunber of hypothetical radicals* 
Westermann is generally considered to have proved his 
case, * but the present writer believes that, irrespective 
of the truth or not of Westerraann’s basic hypothesis, 
the picture he presents is misleading. The relation­
ship specified for these languages is a genetic 
relationship, and an uncritical reader of his paper
might be forgiven for assuning it a close or recent
t h e s i sone* It is not the purpose of this.papas categorically 
to deny that these languages are related in this way, 
but rather to emphasize the remoteness of the relation­
ship and the difficulties of its proof. Since the
1 4 $,
1. Die Westlichen Sudansprachen, 1927.
2. The total of such radicals listed in "Das Tschi 
und Guang,f is 511, but not all, of course, are 
presumed danraon to all five languages.lt is
that tire n*u*\b£r of euch radicals terelaKvety smdLL.
3. Greenberg, for example, calls him Man eminently 
cautious observer*’.
/so*
evidence acceptable to the present writer is largely 
negative, the simplest method appears to he an 
examination of Westermannfs own data in some detail.
The evidence he presents seems unacceptable on 
several counts. Some of these have been mentioned 
previously in different connections: they are -
(1) failure to recognize loans; of many, one or two 
examples will suffice:
rust
Two: qkfinnare, Ga: nkanale, Ewe: akada; 
but
qkannare in Twi / nea ekannade s that which
affects iron *
: similarly,
Twi: agyanka (n) orphan ^  agya xyka = father not
left
is equated with the Ewe wo adza. to expose orphan 
children.
(2) the degree of latitude allowed in the semantic 
equations, e.g.:
: Ewe: vi, child m Twi: obi, person2*
: Ewe: ku, die - Twi: ku, kill3*
fasS ttxxfld ti  xwaik «  u l r t t r t t t x t i
1. However improbable to speakers of Indo European
such compounds may seem, they are very frequently
to be found in Twi and Ewe.
2. child is'ba /
3. die is<wu^
: Ga: gblo9 wash - Twi: guare1’
s Gat mlUf powder * Twit aduru&« 
t Kve: maf nleht s Twit m, negation3*
(3) the partial nature of the phonologieal correa- 
pondeneeet e.g.
t Ewe: axa» aide * Twi: nkap (/ ia? (sic))
t Swot (dhe) bala, palawedel s Twi: bergw




Ewe: wS9 rieohen m Twi: bop9 smell.
/*!
1. Twi: guare la Englieh 9bathe9 for whleh the Ga ia du.
9. Ga: mlu la duat9 Twi: aduru la medicine / dua9 tree ef. Ga: Jofa £ t/o m tree.
3. m la one only of a ewer a 1 reallaatlona of m.
But when much of the lexical evidence has been 
eliminated under these headings, there still remains 
certain seemingly valid corresponi ences which can only 
be expla i» d by one of two hypotl® ses:-
(1) that they are true vestiges of the postulated 
proto-language;
(2) that they are loans from a nt rlod earlier than the 
inception of current phonological and morphological 
habits with regard to borrowings, for example,
Ewe nowadays pronounces borrowed words from Twi 
with /p/, pi has already ba en quoted; in the 
light of this, a correspondence Ewe: kpa, scrape S 
Twi; pa, cannot be dismissed Immediately as an 
example of loaning.
Evidence which seems to fall more prola bly under (1) 
is, for example* certain resemblances between the pro­
nominal prefixes of the languages of all groups, but the 
sound changes involved are not sufficiently corroborated 
elsewhere in the lexicon.
Evidence which seems to fall more probably under (2), 
is the example: Twi: k 5 Ewe: kp, in a few cases, A
further example of this correspondence occurs in the 
numeral for 1,000 which seems common to all languages; 
here the special nature of the word in question renders 
a hypothesis of diffusion more plausible.
Thr T  *i. n p p ■■■
I S Z .
1 o .
The numeral systems of all six languages show traces of possible
diffusions cf. the words for 1,000 already mentioned and for example iteration in Groups C 1 B and £.
Ga - Adangme sl/Jl ^ Bwe si. 
and. the traces of earlier eextaL aysfcerws in the numerals df GroupsCtDand
The question is not pursued further in this paps*i since obviously 
to decide s&tegorlcally between (1) and (2) demands Ideally a special 
type of historical knowledge that does not exist for these languages 
or, at least, a detailed consideration of peripheral languages 
beyond the scope of the present study and for whleh material is 
as yet not readily available.
For similar reasons it is not proposed to discuss the 
peculiarly restricted view held by both Vestermann and Greenberg
of the monogenetic implications of their evidence,(I)
i thesisA functionalist view is taken in this papers because of the
meagre and highly dlalectalised nature of any common language
system to be established by such a hypothesis, the interrelation
of the o languages is considered on irrelevant *ind methodologically
improper question.
(1) convergent or reticulate formation ( i.e. polygenesis) are 
not excluded as hypotheses.
5, Conclusions 
/ *
Briefly to summarise* tho following conclusions are reached
rUtsisin this yapor,
(I) that ths following languages are related In structure 
and Toeabulary,
Twi - Nsema - Quang 
Ga - Adangme.
t that those structural and lexical affinities are suoh as
\to suggest an earlier common origin for the languages of 
thaigxmm sash group*
(II) that there are affinities of rarlous kinds between the 
languages of different groups and that these affinities 
are most probably due to aeeulturatlon and
(ill) that it Is unnecessary to postulate a common source for 
all six languages in order to explain them.
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Glossary.
adjunct t a word which defines (modifies,qualifies) 
the primary words of a sentence or phrases adnominals so define nomlnals, adverbals define Verbals,
Jespersen, 0. "Philosophy of Grammar", London 1924, pp.97 ff.
acculturationi "the process of the enrelopment or change 
of culture which occurs when one socio-economic system influences another in a thorough-going manner".
Jacobs,M and Stern B.J. "Outline of Antropology", Cambridge,1947.
caique t "Transposition,solt rlgoureuse solt approximatived'un mot (gr. attlkisein = lat. attlclssare), d’un systems ( lat. tra-ducere, all. uber-tragen), d'une construction (all. Was 1st er fur eln Mann? fr. Qu’est-ce que c9est pour un homme?) "• Marouseau,J. Lexique de la Termlnologle Lingulstlqvs Paris, 1933, p.42.
i fdyadict secondary units are dyadic wtesst under analysisthey are found to oonslst of two sub-units, cf, Twi diphthongs , pp.23 ff.
elaboration,linguistic! may be divergent ( i.e. two or
more languages derive from an original language) 
convergent ( i.e, a third language xfcxxxfcm is
produoed from the influence of one language on
another) reticulate ( i.e, both divergent and
convergent in turn).
gemination: doubling of consonant or vowel.
ingresslve i the ingresslve form of verbs in all 6 languages expresses motion (to or frmm the spegker) prior to the performance of the main action expressed by the verbal radical.
lateralization* cf. Sugenle Henderson, "Prosodies in Siamese"
160.
Asia Major, vol l,part 11, 1949, page 191.
lautbllder t i.e. "picture words". These are semi-Interject­
ions of an onomatopoeic nature which may In these languages accompany almost any verb to describe for example,the noise or manner of the action or the effect of the action on the doer or the watcher. Tucker calls them "ldeophones", 
see his "The Sastern Sudanlc Languages" pp.312 ff
lenltloni "Pour une consonne, passage de la serle des
fortes a la serle des douces, qul equlvant 
dfordinaire a une sonorlsatlont alnsl dans le ch&ngement de s en e . "
Marouxeau J. op.clt.p.18.
phonaeathetlc habitsi attitudes to and preference for certain
sounds. '■ ■
pieces any segment of the chain of speech, complete
in itself and which Bay serve as an Isolate • 
e.g. In Bwe the verbal piece often consists of a verb and Its concomitant nominal , neither of 
which exists Independently of the other, 
cf. Firth,J.R. "Sounds and Prosdlesf TPS 1948.
prosody! the term"prosodlc feature" etc., Is applied inthis thesis to certain properties of the six languages which may be regarded as abstractions apart from the consonant and vowel systems. XKK Consonants and vowels occur in fixed order or placei prosodic features are in this sense unplaced.
cf. Henderson ,op.olt., Firth, op. clt.
spirantigatlon! "On designs quelqmefols de ce nom la lenltlon “Has langues celtlques qul consists en ce qu'une consonne, augmentant d*aperture, eat affectee d'une sorts dfaspiration ou de renforeement de souffle, qul fait par example une occlusive devlent spirants".Marouseau J, op. clt., p.18.
topology! consideration of the geographical facts about a language from which conclusions can be drawn as to its history.
yotlzatlont (yodisation); MSe dit quelquefois da lapalatalisation on mouillure qul donna a 55 1* orailla approximativement 1*impression dfun 
yod ( 1'1 an fonotlon *±vn da aonanta) ajoute apras la consonne.”
’ •_ ■ ^Marouzeauf J. op* cit., p 195* Sea also Handeraon op.cit.p. 191.
of. lateralization and lablovelarlzatlon which aay be defined as above~reading * and v(u) 
respectively for i.
